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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING I SOUTH DA KOTA STATE UNIVERSITY I BROOKINGS 
DEAR ALUMNUS: 
As indicated later in this publication, I have been given ·the privilege of serving as the 
dean of your College of Engineering. As acting dean over the past three years I have 
had excellent training under the watchful eye of Dean Ernest Buckley and the patience 
of the central administration and the faculty, students and alumni we serve. I look 
forward to an exciting future as we work together both on campus and off campus. In 
regard to off-campus activities, it is imperative to the health of the College of 
Engineering that you, as alumni, and I work together to ensure the proper support for 
our undergraduate and graduate programs. This support can come in many different 
forms, such as your contributions for equipment and scholarships, and your letters of 
support and verbal communications with corporate executives, legislators and others 
who need to know the significance and important contributions our college makes to 
the lives of our young people and the development of our state, region and nation. 
In April, we had another successful Engineering Exploration Days (EED) under the able leadership 
of student leaders Kate Mensch (ME) and Steve Poessnecker (ME), Murph Monahan, professor of 
mathematics and Mary Tolle, instructor in mechanical engineering. The Dean's Advisory Council 
met during EED to consider the accomplishments of the College of Engineering over the past year 
as well as consider areas to strengthen in the future. Progress was evident in new research ventures, 
a video which explained the engineering and industry interface we are developing, and our efforts 
to acquire up-to-date lab equipment in our classrooms. This year we will be working to improve in 
these areas: additional space needs, staff <;levelopment, improving the image of engineering through 
more contact with industry, the general public and high schools, as well as developing more 
channels of communication to funding agencies both at the state and national levels. Also, we will 
continue our work on modernizing the academic and research laboratories in the college. 
We had a very successful Phonathon, organized by student leader Troy Erickson (ME) and Teresa 
Hein, instructor in physics. Our pledges from alumni totaled more than $75,000. This support is 
appreciated; the money provides scholarships, equipmei:it, staff development and the many needs 
which are not completely covered by state support. 
Since early in the spring semester we have been working on an Entrepreneurs' Workshop which 
will be held on Nov. 1 and 2 this fall. This workshop will include tours of local small businesses as 
well as exhibits and presentations concerning the development of a business plan, promotion of 
businesses, and the marketing and distribution of products. Our audience will be students, faculty, 
and those individuals who might be interested in developing and selling their own product or 
starting a business. We urge you to come to the workshop. 
You should also consider starting your company in South Dakota. We feel the business climate 
lends itself to successful startups. Economic incentives of our state and local governments as well 
as a very cooperative atmosphere here at the university can all come together to provide 
tremendous advantages for you. In addition, our graduates, who are potential employees, have a 
high work ethic and, as you know, have been trained in one of the best engineering programs in the 
country. 
We again urge you to contact us regarding any aspects of the College of Engineering. We are 
certainly interested in visiting with you over the phone or here at SDSU as well as when we are in 
your area. Let us know how you are doing and keep in touch. 
Duane E. Sander, P.E., Ph. D., 
Dean of Engineering 
ABOUR THE COVER: INSIDE 
Larson Manufacturing in Brookings is one of 
IM p u LS E the entrepreneurial companies that will be 
toured during the College of Engineering's 
Entrepreneurs' Workshop Nov. 1 -2. 
A company which produces storm doors and 
windows, Larson Manufacturing was 
founded by Oscar Larson in 1954 in Albert 
Lea, Minn. Larson, who began his career as 
an entrepreneur at age 16, moved the 
company to Lake Mills, Iowa, in 1962. 
In 1 964 Dale Larson, Oscar's youngest son, 
opened a manufacturing facility in 
Brookings. Harold's Printing is now located 
in that building. As its product line 
developed, the company moved to the west 
side of Brookings into the building which is 
now home to Star Circuits, a subsidiary of 
Dak:tronics, Inc. 
W hen Larson Manufacturing's Brookings 
facility needed to expand once again. In 
1978, the company broke ground for a new 
building in the Industrial Park. 
Brookings has become Larson's corporate 
headquarters and the largest of three 
manufacturing facilities. The business, which 
employed six people when it began in 
Brookings in 1964, has grown to 
employ 250 today. Larson's growth is 
similarly reflected in company sales statistics 
which were recorded at $250,000 in 1 963 
and at more than $46 million in 1 989. South 
Dakota State University stands as a resource 
ready to help entrepreneurial businesses such 
as Larson Manufacturing at various stages of 
their development If you have ideas for 
starting a company or for expanding a home­
based business, attend the Entrepreneurs' 
Workshop on Nov. 1 -2 at SDSU. For more 
information, see the special section on 
entrepreneurship inside. 
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sander named engineering dean 
Dr. Duane Sander of Brookings was 
named dean of the College of 
Engineering at South Dakota State 
University in May, pending approval of 
the South Dakota Board of Regents. 
"Dr. Sander has performed in a highly 
creditable and accountable manner as 
acting dean of the College of 
Engineering for several years," said Dr. 
Carol J. Peterson, vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Dr. Robert Wagner, president of SDSU, 
agreed. "Dr. Sander is an excellent 
choice for the permanent dean of the 
college," he said. 
Sander said, "I am happy that the 
administration has given me this 
challenge, and I look forward to 
working with all the department heads 
and faculty in the College of 
Engineering and the deans and directors 
across campus. 
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dean of the 
college since 
1987. He has been on the SDSU faculty 
since 1967, serving as a professor of 
electrical engineering and head of the 
Department of General Engineering. 
From 1965-66 he was an intelligence 
analyst for the U.S. Army Foreign 
Science and Technology Center in 
Washington, D.C. 
He earned a bachelor's degree in 
electrical engineering from the South 
Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology, Rapid City, in 1960 and his 
master's and doctoral degrees in 
electrical engineering/bioengineering 
from Iowa State University, Ames, in 
1962 and 1964, respectively. From 
1960-62 he taught undergraduate 
courses in electrical engineering at Iowa 
State University. 
He is a senior member of the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and 
a member of Sigma Xi, Sigma Tau, Phi 
Kappa Phi, International Society of 
Hybrid Manufacturers and the National 
Society of Professional Engineers. 
Sander is also a registered professional 
engineer in the state of South Dakota. 
He was named Teacher of the Year in 
Engineering at SDSU in 1975 and 1983. 
As an educator he has served as a 
student academic counselor/adviser to 
more than 100 students each semester 
and directed the Master of Science in 
Industrial Management program. He has 
also served on many university 
academic and administrative 
committees. 
As a researcher he has conducted multi­
disciplinary research with the 
departments of animal and range 
science, plant science, and agricultural 
engineering on campus. He has 
developed new graduate level courses in 
several areas and directed a National 
Science Foundation research 
participation grant to familiarize 
undergraduate students with research. 
Sander is a co-founder and secretary of 
Daktronics Inc., in Brookings, a national 
electronics display, sports scoreboard 
and legislative voting system 
manufacturer employing more than 350 
people. He is also co-founder and 
president of Medical Engineering 
Services Affiliated Inc., a 
bioengineering shared service which 
consults to more than 20 private, 
municipal and reservation hospitals, as 
well as clinics and nursing homes in the 
Midwest 
Sander was born in Sioux Falls and 
graduated from Howard High School in 
1956. He and his wife, Phyllis, have 
four children -- Jeffrey, Doreen, Julie 
and Brian. 
By Kristin K. Anderson, Information 
Officer with the SDSU Office of 
University Relations 
Professor, students 
construct miniature biostress lab 
Two pre-architectural students and a 
professor at South Dakota State 
University have constructed a model of 
the proposed $12.6 million Northern 
Plains Biostress Laboratory for use in 
developing the project. 
In an architectural presentations class 
taught by Curtis Gunnels, assistant 
professor of general engineering, 
students Jason Ileen of Lennox and 
Justin Olsen of Odin, Minn., earned two 
course credits while working on a scale 
model of the laboratory. The mock-up of 
the Biostress Laboratory was done at a 
scale of three thirty-seconds of an inch 
to one foot, from blueprints prepared by 
the designers of the building, Koch 
Hazard Ltd., Architects, of Sioux Falls. 
Proponents of the laboratory will use the 
scale model as they seek private funding 
and contributions for the project, says 
Dr. Richard Battaglia, director of special 
support, SDSU Development 
Foundation. 
The model is being viewed by the South 
Dakota Board of Regents, the South 
Dakota Extension Advisory Board, 
potential donors, and corporate site 
visitors, as well as the general public. 
Gunnels and students estimated that 
they had 175 to 200 hours invested in 
the project, which crossed 
interdisciplinary lines from the SDSU 
College of Agriculture and Biological 
Sciences (ABS) to the College of 
Engineering's General Engineering 
Department. 
Dr. David Bryant, dean of the College 
of Agriculture and Biological Sciences, 
said the model "will be highly useful in 
our private fund-raising efforts and is an 
excellent example of cooperation 
possible between the Engineering and 
ABS colleges." 
The building is made of brick-red 
colored cardboard. Brick lines were 
drawn on the cardboard with a pencil. 
The pebble for the roof consisted of a 
fine-grade Ottowa white sand from 
SDSU's Soils Laboratory. The sand was 
sprinkled onto a glued surface along 
with pepper for just the right effect. 
Sections of white pre-cast concrete were 
represented on the model by white 
plastic art strips. Twigs from trees at 
McCrory Gardens became scale model 
trees with green leaves of sponge rubber 
glued onto the twigs. 
Plants in the miniature greenhouse are 
real plants: some are flowers from a 
campus plum tree, and others are from 
house plants in Gunnels' living room. 
All were made pennanent with a spray­
on plastic fixative. 
The entrance atrium and the 
greenhouses on the model were made 
from plastic glass sawed with a sharp­
edged saw and scored with a sharp­
edged knife. The atrium had to be built 
twice, because the smoked glass used at 
first turned out to be too dark. 
Terry Forest, professor and acting head 
of the General Engineering Department, 
said it was gratifying to see the students 
in a pre-architectural class participate in 
doing a scale model this early in their 
career. "It is very, very good for them. 
The perspective, the cars, the people, the 
trees, all helped to bring it together for 
the students." 
But he remarked it was too large a 
project for one semester, because the 
project had to be of top quality for 
professional showing. 
Forest was pleased to see the College of 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences and 
the College of Engineering cooperating 
to provide a model of this quality for the 
bettennent of SDSU. 
The model, encased in plastic glass for 
protection, will be seated on a plywood 
table with folding legs so it can be 
transported in the back of a station 
wagon between viewings. 
by Jerry Leslie, an Extension 
Communications Specialist with the 
SDSU Department of Agricultural 
Communications 
Jason Ileen of Lennox, second from left, and hstin Olson of Odin, Minn., second from right, 
show their scale model of the proposed North:rn Plains Biostress Laboratory. Curtis Gunnels, 
left, supeivised lhe students. At right is Terry Forest, acting head of the General Engineering 
Department in which the class is taught. (Experiment Station Photo) 3 
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Entrepreneur, former professor natned 
Distinguished Engineer 
Dr. Al Kurtenbach, a strong advocate 
for the promotion of economic 
development, excellence in higher 
education and economic development. 
received the Distinguished Engineer 
Award from the College of Engineering 
at South Dakota State University in 
Brookings April 6. 
Kurtenbach is the co-founder of 
Daktronics, Inc., Brookings, an 
electronic manufacturing firm. He has 
served as director, president and 
treasurer of the company since it started. 
Dr. Duane Sander, dean of the College 
of Engineering, said the Distinguishe<l 
Engineer Award recognizes engineers 
who are graduates or have been 
associated with SDSU in some way and 
made significant contributions on a 
national and statewide basis and to the 
university through their achievements. 
One to five awards are presented each 
year. 
Kurtenbach, a native of Dimock, 
received a bachelor's degree in electrical 
engineering from the South Dakota 
School of Mines & Technology in 196 1, 
a master's degree in electrical 
engineering from the University of 
Nebraska and a doctorate in electrical 
engineering from Purdue University. 
Kurtenbach has 36 years of experience 
in the fields of communication, 
technical services, computer systems, 
electrical engineering education and 
small business management. His 
experience includes the design and 
fabrication of telemetry systems, coding 
design for communications systems, 
control system design and programming 
of general purpose digital computers. 
He has authored more than 15 scientific 
papers in the biomedical and data 
communications areas. 
Kurtenbach is a member of the National 
Society of Professional Engineers, the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers, Sigma Tau and Eta Kappa 
Nu. He currently serves as chairperson 
of the Education Committee for the 
Industry and Commerce Association of 
South Dakota. He has previously served 
on the South Dakota Board of Regents 
and as director for the South Dakota 
Chamber of Commerce. 
Kurtenbach was twice named South 
Dakota's Small Businessman of the Year 
"Kurtenbach has been a strong advocate 
of the College of Engineering at SDSU 
and the development of programs that 
support economic development 
throughout the state," said Sander. 
Kurtenbach was a professor at SDSU 
from 1968 to 1973. Sander said 
Kurtenbach has established cooperative 
and internship programs at Daktronics 
through SDSU, provided leadership in 
course offering selections to industry 
and undergraduate students, developed 
an entrepreneurship award program at 
SDSU and served as chairman of the 
Engineering Dean's Advisory Council. 
Kurtenbach said approximately 25 
percent of the employees at Daktronics 
are SDSU graduates or students. Out of 
Daktronics' 420 employees 53 are 
SDSU graduates, 27 of whom were 
former interns. About 100 SDSU 
students are employed by Daktronics, 
including about 50 interns. Besides the 
extensive internship program for SDSU 
students Kurtenbach encourages his 
employees to take courses at SDSU 
throughout the school year. 
His commitment to the betterment of 
South Dakota encompasses ooth his 
devotion to higher education and his 
role as a businessman. "The state of 
South Dakota needs to develop 
employment that is interesting to our 
college and university graduates," he 
said 
Dr. Duane Sander, dean of the college, presents Dr. Al Kurtenbach with a plaque 
commemorating his award as Distinguished Engineer. 
Buckley honored through award 
South Dakota Gov. George S. 
Mickelson recently created an award to 
commemorate Dr. Ernest L. Buckley for 
his efforts in educating people about the 
importance of research in the area of 
economic development. 
The Ernest L. Buckley Award: For 
Innovation in University/Industry­
Related Economic Development, will 
honor individuals who, through their 
initiative, innovation and vision, have 
helped enhance the state's research 
capacity, the economy and the image of 
Soutb Dakota. The recipient of the 
award will receive a $2,000 cash prize 
and an Ernest L. Buckley medallion. 
Buckley served as special adviser to the 
South Dakota Board of Regents under 
Go". Mickelson and then as acting 
executive director for the regents. Prior 
to that he served as dean of the College 
of Engineering at South Dakota State 
University for six years. He died in 
August 1989. 
Applicants must be nominated by the 
president of a South Dakota college or 
university or by companies engaged 
with a project involving university 
research. Eligible nominees must have 
demonstrated leadership and vision in 
research; involvement in research with 
applications to economic development; 
quantifiable results in business, tourism 
or agricultural development; and 
advocacy of creativity and innovation in 
economic development. 
Additional infonnation and applications 
are available through the Governor's 
Office of Economic Development, 
Capitol Lake Plaza, Pierre, S.D., 57501, 
or by calling (€05) 773-5032. 
Deaf community establishes Buckley award 
South Dakota Rep. Janice Nicolay of 
Sioux Falls is the recipient of the Dr. 
Ernest Buckley Merit Service Award. 
The South Dakota School for the Deaf 
recognized her with the honor April 4 
during the first annual Conference of 
Quality Education for Deaf Children in 
Sioux Falls. 
Nicolay was cited for her service to the 
deaf community and especially her 
sponsorship of legislation in 1989 
making Telecommunications Devices 
for the Deaf readily available in South 
Dakota. 
The Dr. Ernest Buckley Merit Service 
Award was established in October 1989 
during the inauguration of Dr. Frank 
Turk as superintendent of the School for 
the Deaf, to honor Buckley's 
contributions to education in South 
Dakota. The award recognizes 
individuals for outstanding services to 
the deaf community. 
Structural seminar draws many speakers 
The 21st Annual Structural Seminar, 
"Steel Structures," was sponsored by the 
civil e(lgineering department at South 
Dakota State University April 12. 
Speakers for the event were Paul C. 
Filean, a welding engineer for the 
Pittsburgh, Des Moines Corporation, 
Des Moines Iowa; Ralph E. Long, 
district 15 director of the International 
Institute of Welding, New Hope, Minn.; 
William M. Dowd, vice president and 
chief bridge engineer for HDR 
Engineering Inc., Omaha, Neb.; Dr. 
Alan Prasuhn, professor of civil 
engineering at SDSU; Thomas J. 
Downs, structural engineer with Bakke, 
Kopp, Ballou & McFarlin Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minn.; Robert F. Lorenz, 
director of education and training at the 
American Insti�ute of Steel 
Construction, Chicago, Ill.; and Carl 
Murra, chief engineer with Egger Steel 
Co. in Sioux Falls. 
The seminar was designed to provide 
participants with current infonnation on 
structural welding, plate girder bridges 
and other related subjects. 
Co-sponsors of the event were the South 
Dakota Section of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers, the South Dakota 
Engineering Society and the American 





�tatr of �outb JDahota 
®ffire ®f W�e @ouernor 
WHEREAS, The jobs of the future will increasingly be home-based and 
entrepreneurial in nature; and, 
WHEREAS, The state of South Dakota encourages the concepts of entrepreneurship 
as a way to develop business within the state; and, 
WHEREAS, The citizens of the state of South Dakota are among the most 
innovative and enterprising people of our nation; and, 
WHEREAS, South Dakota State University serves as a resource, ready to support 
small business enterprises; and, 
WHEREAS, South Dakota State University and the College of Engineering have 
scheduled a two-day Entrepreneurs• Workshop entitled "Training For Successful 
Business Ventures,• on November 1 and 2, 1990, at South Dakota State 
University; and, 
WHEREAS, The event will emphasize business training for entrepreneurs; and, 
WHEREAS, The program includes tours of entrepreneurial businesses, exhibits of 
support services, presentations on business plans, publicity and marketing: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE S. MICKELSON, Governor of the state of South Dakota, 
do hereby proclaim November 1 and 2, 1990, as 
in South Dakota. 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP DAYS 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand and caused to be affixed 
the Great Seal of the State of South 
Dakota, in Pierre, the Capital City, 
this Twenty-Sixth Day of June, in the 





Training for succes.\ful business ventures 
Entrepreneurs can spend years working 
evenings in their basement workshops, 
foraging for materials or equipment and 
struggling to make an idea successful. 
They can also make the entrepreneurial 
process smoother by networking with 
other entrepreneurs and learning the 
basics of how to start a business. 
The College of Engineering is offering 
an Entrepreneurs' Workshop Nov. 1-2 
on the South Dakota State University 
campus to help entrepreneurs reduce 
business risks and enhance 
opportunities. 
The two-day program offers five hands­
on workshops, a networking session and 
tours of entrepreneurial businesses. 
Would-be entrepreneurs can talk to 
representatives from organizations that 
provide services for ventures. For those 
who want to start a business but need a 
marketable product, there will be an 
idea room. In the idea room, workshop 
participants will be able to discuss 
product ideas and marketing strategies 
with a representative from the Small 
Business Innovation Research Center at 
Dakota State University in Madison, 
S.D. 
Participants are encouraged to bring 
their business cards to the 
Entrepreneurs' Workshop and exchange 
them with others. A prize will be given 
at the end of the event to the person who 
has collected the most business cards. 
Jerry Lohr, a successful entrepreneur 
and SDSU alumnus, will deliver the 
keynote speech, "The Spirit of 
Entrepreneurship," at 8 p.m. on 
Thursday, Nov. 1, in the Doner 
Auditorium. Using what he calls his 
"four point success program," Lohr has 
launched successful businesses in 
More than 250 people attended a day-long seminar on ethics in a technological society 
sponsored by the College of Engineering in October 1989. This year the college is planning a 
workshop on entrepreneurship for Nov. 1-2. 
California in both the winemaking and 
construction industries. A wine and 
cheese reception will follow the keynote 
address. J. Lohr wine will be served. 
'Developing Your Home 
Business,' 
will be one of the workshops offered. It 
is designed for individuals interested in 
starting or expanding a small or home­
based business. Participants will define 
business activities, set business goals 
and explore how a home business fits 
with the family structure. 
It will offer a self-assessment session to 
help participants learn about business 
and themselves. They'll study 
marketing, the pricing of products and 
services, and financing. Workshop 
presenters will be Linda Salmonson, of 
the Watertown Area Career Leaming 
Center, and Dr. Delores Kluckman, of 
the SDSU College of Home Economics. 
Salmonson coordinates the 
Entrepreneurship Program for the 
Watertown Area Leaming Center. Her 
experience is in developing business 
strategies for small and home-based 
businesses in South Dakota 
Kluckman is an associate professor for 
the SDSU Department of Consumer 
Affairs and Home Economics 
Education. She teaches an 
entrepreneurship course at SDSU and 
for the East Central Multi-District Adult 
Education program. Kluckman is 
involved in the ownership and operation 








will be a comprehensive six-hour 
workshop conducted by Don Greenfield 
and Dave O'Hara, both of the Small 
Business Development Center (SBDC) 
in Vermillion. The workshop will be 
aimed at helping entrepreneurs develop 
an overall business strategy. Participants 
will prepare a comprehensive plan 
which will become their marching 
orders for a successful business. 
Greenfield will present the marketing 
part of the workshop while O'Hara will 
conduct the financial portion. 
Greenfield believes that today South 
Dakota is as competitively positioned as 
any place in the country. We no longer 
depend on physical location to succeed 
in business, he says. It used to be that 
since South Dakota was far removed 
from markets and raw materials, we had 
a competitive disadvantage. Today we 
are in the information age, so time and 
distance do not make a difference. 
Greenfield says, "Though we really 
didn't participate in the industrial age, 
we have every opportunity to participate 
in the information age." 
Greenfield, state director for the Small 
Business Opportunity Center, sets as his 
goal improving the odds for new and 
expanding businesses. Greenfield is an 
entrepreneur who has owned four 
businesses in the last 18 years. 
O'Hara, a native of Montrose, worked 
for the Governor's Office of Economic 
Development before he joined the 
SBDC. He then became SBDC area 
director for the Sioux Falls subcenter 




will be a three-hour workshop taught by 
MaryJo Benton Lee, who started and 
operates a publicity workshop business 
in Brookings. This practical training 
session will teach participants how to 
use the media to promote their 
businesses. It will focus on learning how 
to produce publicity pieces such as news 
releases and public servic� 
announcements. Learning how the 
media operate enhances your chances 
that your news releases will be used, 
Oren Quist and Orie Leisure of the physics department review plans witl1 Layne Mostad, 
Glow Cube Project Engineer for Daktronics Inc., for a universityfmdustry project Three 
8 Daktronics subsidiaries, plus other businesses, will be open for tours during the workshop. 
Lee says. 
"When you complete this publicity 
workshop, you will have a step-by-step 
formula that you can follow to set up a 
publicity plan for your business, and 
then you will have the skills to carry out 
that plan," Lee says. 
Lee has been a part-time instructor for 
the College of Engineering at South 
Dakota State University since 1987. A 
journalist by profession, she has 
developed a promotional techniques 
course to teach journalism skills to 
engineering students. In 1986 she began 
The Publicity Workshop, and since then 
has been presenting seminars on 
publicity techniques to community 
organizations and businesses. 
'Marketing, Selling and 
Distributing Your 
Product' 
will be a three-hour workshop for 
people starting a business an:f for those 
already in business who are striving to 
improve their businesses. Dr. Gerry 
Toland, an economist, will begin with a 
discussion to help participants learn how 
to identify the characteristics of their 
customer. Then participants will develop 
a marketing plan that includes product 
development, pricing, promotion and 
distribution. The goal is to develop a 
unique package designed to meet the 
customers' needs. 
Marketing means changing the way 
business is done to satisfy customer 
demands, Toland says. "This workshop 
will help you develop a set of loyal 
customers who understand that you are 
in business to serve them," he says. 
Toland began teaching in the SDSU 
economics department in 1982 after 
receiving his master's degree and 
doctorate from Michigan State 
University. He taught marketing, and 
macro-economics and public finance 
while at SDSU. He was recently hired 
by the Department of Business 
Administration at Southwest State 
University in Marshall, Minn. 
All events on Thursday and Friday are 
open to the public except the Thursday 
students-only sessions titled "Exploring 
Entrepreneurship." 
Sessions encouraging students to 
explore entrepreneurship will be offered 
twice Thursday morning. Seasoned 
entrepreneurs wµl address each group to 
discuss what kind of people become 
entrepreneurs, how entrepreneurs 
succeed and what future business trends 
may be. 
The workshops and student sessions 
will all take place in the University 
Student Union on the SDSU campus. 
The exhibits and idea room will be 
located in the student union and 
business tours will depart from the 
student union. 
The registration fee for the Thursday 
workshop, "Developing Your Home 
Business," is $ 15. Friday's registration 
fee is $40. Registration fee for both days 
is $55. Fees include a noon 
luncheon, refreshments and all printed 
material for the workshops. There is no 
fee to attend Lohr's keynote address, the 
business tours or the student sessions. 
SDSU faculty and student fees, except 
for the cost of the luncheon ticket, will 
be paid by the College of Engineering 
dean's office if faculty and students 
register by Sept. 30. Faculty and 
students registering after Sept. 30 will 
pay a $5 registration fee for each day. 
SDSU faculty, all students and others 
not registered but desiring to attend the 
luncheons can order tickets for $10 each 
day by marking the appropriate section 
when registering. Since space is limited, 
luncheon tickets will not be sold the day 
of the event 
A block of rooms has been reserved for 
workshop participants at the Staurolite 
Inn. Call the Staurolite Inn directly for 
reservations. Indicate that you are part 
of the Entrepreneurs' Workshop, and 
make your reservations early as space is 
limited. 
To register or to receive more 
information about this event, return the 






form on page 12 to the College of 
Engineering, Entrepreneurs' Workshop, 
Box 22 19, South Dakota State 
University, Brookings, S.D. 57007-0096 
or call (605) 688-4161. 
By Susan Quam, an electrical 
engineering graduate from Burnsville, 
Minn. 
You are cordially invited to attend a major workshop 
on entrepreneurship, "Training for Successful 
Business Ventures," to take place on our campus Nov. 
1-2, 1990. 
This two-day event will include presentations on 
entrepreneurial spirit, developing business plans, 
promoting and marketing products, and developing home-based businesses. 
Exhibits and tours of entrepreneurial businesses will also be part of this event. 
The keynote speaker will be Jerry Lohr, a successful entrepreneur who graduated 
from SDSU in 1958, who will speak about "The Spirit of Entrepreneurship" at 8 
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 1. A workshop on "Developing a Home-Based Business" 
will be presented on Thursday by Linda Salmonson, the entrepreneurship 
coordinator at the Career Leaming Center in Watertown, and Dr. Delores Kluckman 
from our College of Home Economics. The workshops being presented on Friday, 
Nov. 2, include "Developing Your Business Plan," by Don Greenfield and Dave 
O'Hara of the Small Business Development Center in Vermillion; "Promoting Your 
Business," by Mary Jo Benton Lee of our College of Engineering; and "Marketing, 
Selling, and Distributing Your Product," by Dr. Gerry Toland, former SDSU 
economics professor. 
You will enjoy this event and benefit greatly from it. The College of Engineering 
has selected this important topic, as it addresses some critical employment issues of 
the future. The citizens of South Dakota are innovators and enterprising people. 
South Dakota State University serves as a valuable resource to businesses and 
industries in the state and region. 
We are eager to have you join us for this workshop and look forward to seeing you. 
Cordially, 




Jerry Lohr to share his vision for entrepreneurial success 
Jerry Lohr, a 1958 civil engineering 
graduate whose J. Lohr wines are now 
marketed in 44 states, will be the 
keynote speaker at the Entrepreneurs' 
Workshop sponsored by the College of 
Engineering on Nov. 1 and 2, 1990. 
Lohr said he hopes to inspire the idea of 
entreprenership in workshop 
participants and sell the idea of 
entrepreneurship in South Dakota. His 
keynote speech will be at 8 p.m. Nov. 1 
in Doner Auditorium. A wine and 
cheese reception off campus with Lohr 
discussing his wines will follow the 
speech. 
Lohr believes South Dakotans have the 
right values to become successful 
entrepreneurs, but lack role models. 
Entrepreneurs, he says, must be quick 
studies. They must like people, be 
creative and be resilient. 
First and foremost though, entrepreneurs 
must have absolute integrity, says Lohr. 
Entrepreneurs need to be risk_ takers, 
Lohr says, noting that South Dakotans 
are generally adverse to risk. 
Lohr, who is from Clark County in 
South Dakota, graduated from SDSU 
with a degree in civil engineering in 
1958. He went on to Stanford University 
in Palo Alto, Calif., where he received a 
master's degree in civil engineering with 
a focus on structural engineering. After 
school, Lohr served in the Air Force as a 
research scientist for three years, 
achieving the rank of captain. 
In 1965 Lohr entered the construction 
business in California with Bernie 
Turgeon, who had experience in the 
construction industry. Lohr has been the 
sole owner of that business since 1979. 
Jeny Lohr will share his insights about business and entrepreneurship during the 
Entrepreneurs' Workshop. 
Lohr says his partnership with Turgeon 
supports his belief that an entrepreneur 
needs to learn all aspects of the business 
in order to be self-sufficient. An 
entrepreneur who does not have all the 
necessary skills should find a partner 
who possesses those skills, he says. In 
his partnership with Turgeon, Lohr says, 
he had the vision and was the planner, 
and Turgeon's skill was implementing 
the plan. 
Turgeon was French-Canadian and his 
wife had a French background, Lohr 
says. They were both connoisseurs of 
wine. Lohr says he had the farming 
experience and a desire to farm again. 
In 1972, Lohr and Turgeon combined 
their talents and developed a 280 acre 
vineyard. The Turgeon and Lohr Winery 
was founded in 1974. Now Turgeon and 
Lohr's vineyards cover l ,2CO actes. 
"To an entrepreneur, vision is a key 
word," says Lohr. He says he had a 
vision of where he wanted to go in his 
life. He laid that vision out in the form 
of a loan package on the first piece of 
land he and Turgeon bought. He then 
took it to a banker, who after studying it 
for 45 minutes, told him it was the most 
complete plan he had ever seen. That 
was 25 years ago. 
Today, Lohr owns a constuction 
company, and he is a partner in a 
marketing company, several vineyards 
and two wineries. 
Lohr says he still has a vision for the 
future. Now he wants his wine to be 
nationally recognized and he wants to 
introduce additional levels of wine. 
By Kathleen Mensch, an industrial 
management graduate student from 
Avon, and Sandra Roache, an English 
graduate and a secretary in the 
engineering dean's office 
Engineer journalists 
promote entrepreneurship 
The spring 1990 promotional techniques 
for engineers class again brought 
together students from each of the 
college's eight departments in pursuit of 
a common goal - the successful 
promotion of a fall workshop, this year 
focusing on entrepreneurship. 
What made this class different from 
previous years was that three of the 
students had met before -- through 
SDSU's Summer Journalism Institute. 
The Institute is a program, sponsored by 
SDSU's journalism department, for 
students working on high school 
newspapers and yearbooks. Students 
spend a week in June at S DSU learning 
writing, photography and design skills. 
These skills help the students improve 
their publications when school starts 
again in the fall. 
Kelly Anderson, a civil engineering 
major from Pierre; Carmon Dunn, a 
mechanical engineering and engineering 
physics major from Hartford; and Rod 
Fischer, an agricultural engineering 
major from Bemis, all attended the 
summer institute. Dunn and Fischer 
were chosen All-State Journalists based 
on their work at the summer institute. 
All-State Journalist is the highest honor 
accorded to high school students 
working on newspapers and yearbooks 
in the state. 
Fischer was the editor of the Cardinal 
and Black at Clear Lake High School, 
and Anderson was the news editor of the 
Governor at Riggs High School. 
· Dunn was the editor of the Trojan 
Tribune at West Central High School. 
She also worked on her school yearbook 
all four years of high school. In 
addition, she attended Girl's State where 
she was a citizen of Journalism City and 
the editor of the Sacajawea Scroll. 
"Engineering involves a lot of 
communication," said Dunn, a Briggs 
scholar who hopes to earn her master's 
degree in aerospace engineering and 
work at NASA. 
Promotional techniques instructor 
MaryJo Benton Lee agreed. "The 
students who are chosen to participate in 
this class are all outstanding students in 
their technical subjects," Lee said. "It is 
unusual to have so many engineering 
students in the same class who are also 
excellent communicators." 
Two other students in the spring 
promotional techniques class, 
agricultural engineering major Darren 
Fehr and electrical engineering major 
Mary Zanter, also worked on their high 
school newspapers and yearbooks. 
Ahmadin Sutalaksana, a mechanical 
engineering major from Indonesia, has 
competed in forensics in both high 
school and college. 
Promotional techniques for engineers is 
a one-semester course that teaches the 
journalistic skills necessary to plan and 
promote an upcoming event. Students in 
the class put their new-found 
promotional skills into practice the 
semester following the course. 
The promotional class becomes the 
promotional committee for an event. 
The event that the spring promotions 
class is publicizing this year is the fall 
Entrepreneurs' Workshop. 
"It's been fun seeing the students I had 
in class this semester already using their 
promotional skills far beyond what is 
required for the course," Lee said. 
Some students have even started using 
their promotional skills to publicize 
extra-curricular events across campus. 
For example, Rebecca Flatmoe, a math 
and secondary education major from 
Meadow, served as publicity chair for 
the Rodeo Club's Jackrabbit Stampede. 
"This is truly a class of communicators 
in every sense of the word," Lee said. 
She used David Wade, an electronics 
engineering technology major from 
Britton, as an example. Wade was 
recently honored by the Statesmen, 
SDSU's all-male choir, for having one of 
the longest tenures of any member. 
Lee also noted the large number of 
students who are first involved in the 
planning of College of Engineering 
events and then apply for the 
promotional techniques class. Teresa 
Cooper, a civil engineering major from 
Sioux Falls, has worked on the planning 
of this spri:-ig's Engineering Exploration 
Days and last fall's ethics seminar, and 
is the promotional chairperson for the 
upcoming entrepreneurs' workshop. 
Carmon Dunn, left, a sophomore in mechanical engineeering from Hartford. visits with 
Hillery
.
Hartinger, Br�okings, and Jerutifer Matthews, Wessing!on, at Journalism Camp at 
SDSU m June. Dunn is a former All-State Journalist. (Photo by Kristin Anderson) 1 1  
ENTREPRENEURS'  
WORKSEIOP 
Nov. 1 -2 ,  1 990 
Training for succes:�ful business ventures 
Thursday, Nov. 1 
7:30 - 8:00 a.m. Registration 
Dakota Room, University Student Union (USU) 
8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Developing Your Home Business 
Linda Salmonson, Watertown Area Career Leaming 
Center and Dr. Delores Kluckman 
SDSU College of Home Economics 
Campanile Room, USU 
9:30 - 10:20 a.m. Exploring Entrepreneurship 
Pheasant Room, USU 
10:30 - 11:20 a.m. Exploring Entrepreneurship 
Pheasant Room, USU 
1 :30 - 3:00 p.m/3:30 - S:OO p.m. 
Tours depart from Dakota Room, USU 
8:00 p.m. Keynote Address, "The Spirit of Entrepreneurship" 
Jerry Lohr, SDSU alumnus and entrepreneur 
Doner Auditorium, Administration Building 
9:00 p.m. W ine and Cheese reception 
Friday, Nov. 2 
7:30 - 8:00 a.m. Registration, Dakota Room, USU 
8:00 - 8:30 a.m. Welcome and Opening Remarks 
Dean Duane Sander, College of Engineering 
Volstorff Ballroom, USU 
8:30 a.m. - S:OO p.m. Developing Your Business Plan 
Don Greenfield and Dave O'Hara, Small 
Business Development Center 
Campanile Room, USU 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Promoting Your Business 
MaryJo Benton Lee, College of Engineering 
Pheasant Room, USU 
8:30 a.m.- 12:00 p.m. Marketing, Selling and Distributing 
Your Product 
Dr. Gerry Toland, Department of Business 
Administration, Southwest State University 
International Room, USU 
12:00 - 1 :30 p.m. Lunch and Music 
Volstorff Ballroom, USU 
1 :30 - S:OO p.m. Promoting Your Business 
MaryJo Benton Lee, 
Pheasant Room, USU 
1:30 - S:OO p.m. Marketing, Selling and Distributing Your 
Product 
Dr. Gerry Toland 
International Room, USU 
S:OO - 5:30 p.m. Wrap-Up, Business Card Exchange and 
Awards 
Terry Forest, Department of General Engineering 
Volstorff Ballroom, USU 
For More Information on the Entrepreneurs' Workshop Nov. 1 -2 at SDSU . . .  
. . .  Return the completed form to the College of Engineering - Entrepreneurs' Workshop, Box 2219, South 
Dakota State University, Brookings, S.D. 57007-0096 or call (605) 688-4161. Your name will be added to 
the mailing list, and you will receive a brochure giving more details on the workshop. 
Mailing Address _______________________________ _ 
City ___________________ State _______ .Zip ______ _ 




C0ffipany in Brookings 
Don Patrick plans to take advantage of 
engineering talent readily available in 
Brookings when the new Dakota Mobile 
Hydraulics Company opens this fall.  
Patrick, general manager of the plant, is 
a 1962 mechanical engineering alumnus 
and a native of White. In recent months 
he's been planning the construction and 
start-up of the business, working from 
the old CASE implement building on 
the Highway 14 Bypass. A construction 
crew broke ground for the Dakota 
Mobile Hydraulics building on June 1 1. 
The plant will manufacture telescopic 
and conventional hydraulic cylinders for 
use in the mining, construction and solid 
waste industries. "The plant is 
anticipated to be ready to produce the 
product in the September to October 
area," said Patrick. "We expect to 
employ 50 people within a two to three 
year period, but by the time we start up 
this fall we anticipate 20-25 
employees." 
Before undertaking this project, Patrick 
worked for Prince Manufacturing in 
Sioux City, Iowa, the parent company of 
Dakota Mobile Hydraulics. 
Previously, he was employed with the 
Boeing corporation. He worked on the 
Minuteman project in Seattle and then 
moved to New Orleans to help engineer 
the first stage of the Saturn 5 rocket 
which propelled an American spacecraft 
to the moon. Later he worked at 
Kennedy Space Center loading fuel on 
the rockets prior to the launches. 
He is pleased to be able to return to the 
Brookings area, he said. He chose 
Brookings as the site for the new plant 
because it's a growing community with 
a pleasing appearance, close to the 
interstate, and because Brookings offers 
a wealth of engineering talent. Besides 
the practical reasons for moving to 
Brookings, Patrick said he will enjoy 
being close to his family in nearby 
White. 
Don Patrick, ME 
'62, was pleased 
after a construction 
crew broke ground 









1ncent1ve pays off for students 
Thanks to the incentive of alumni 
Harley Halverson, '54, Tom Schmidt, 
'67, and Brian Bierschbach, '84, students 
in the College of Engineering have a 
new logic analyzer and digitizing 
oscilloscope. 
At the request of the three alumni, their 
employer, the Hewlett-Packard 
Company, recently donated the 
electronic test instrumentation to the 
College of Engineering. 
The 5450 1 A  Channel Digitizing 
Oscilloscope is valued at $ 1 1 ,540. It is a 
100 MHz four- channel instrument 
designed primarily for receptive signal 
applications. It is used mainly as a 
testing instrument. 
The 1 650 Logic Analyzer, valued at 
$7 ,800, carries 80 channels with 35 
MHz state/1 00 MHz timing. It's used 
primarily for analyzing microprocessor 
systems. It can be configured as a one­
or two-state analyzer, a state 
analyzer/timing analyzer, or a timing 
analyzer. Data can be displayed with 
full-time correlation. Lightweight, 
flexible, passive probing is also 
included. 
" It's the kind of technology that we can't 
always afford to keep up with," said Dr. 
Virgil Ellerbruch, head of the electrical 
engineering department. He noted that 
the Hewlett-Packard Company has been 
PLEASE NOTE 
generous to the college over the years, 
helping it maintain a high standard of 
excellence. 
Those involved with the donation are all 
electrical engineering alumni. Halverson 
is retired and lives in Liberty Lake, 
Wash. Schmidt lives in St. Louis, Mo., 
and Bierschbach lives in St. Paul, Minn. 
When the equipment was donated, 
Bierschbach travelled to South Dakota 
State University and gave a short course 
to an enthusiastic group on how to use 
each instrument. 
Dr. Virgil Ellerbruch says students and faculty are enthusiastic about the new logic analyzer 
(pictured) and digitizing oscilloscope donated by the Hewlett-Packard Company. 
We'd like to write about you. If you are a College of Engineering alumnus from the class of 1 965 or 
earlier, write to us and tell us what you've been doing since graduation .  Please include a photo if 
possible . Send your letter to Dr. Duane Sander, College of Engineering, Crothers Engineering Hall, 




farm kid' '  reflects on career 
In 194 1 ,  eight mechanical engineering 
majors were graduated from South 
Dakota State University. Word from one 
of those alumni indicates he enjoyed an 
interesting and successful career. 
Earl Bowar, 74, attended SDSU when 
Harold Crothers was dean, Bill Gamble 
was head of electrical engineering and 
Russel Gibbs was head of mechanical 
engineering. 
Bowar worked his way through school, 
addressing alumni mail for the registrar, 
sweeping classrooms in the early 
mornings and later assisting in the 
teaching of machine shop classes. 
After graduation, he entered a graduate 
student training program with 
Westinghouse but was soon transferred 
to full-time employment due to World 
War II. The starting salary was $ 1 35 per 
month. "I was started in Steam Turbine 
Design - fascinating for a dust bowl 
farm kid from Faulkton high school 
(1 934)," he wrote in a recent letter to the 
college. He later worked in Time and 
Motion Study for Westinghouse. 
He accepted a position with Honeywell 
as a field service engineer in 1 943. After 
six weeks he was transferred into the 
design area where he spent eight years 
and acquired some patents. 
After working as a project engineer and 
chief of testing, he went to a newly­
formed Honeywell Division in 
Pottstown, Pa., as chief engineer. The 
company designed and manufactured 
equipment for loading liquid oxygen 
fuel into missiles. "Our division soon 
folded when most of our missiles were 
converted to solid fuels," Bowar wrote. 
"Liquid oxygen for Atlas and Titan was 
being transferred in 1 2-inch lines ! "  
Bowar returned to Minneapolis and 
worked in engineering testing, 
production management and later in 
program management. Before retiring in 
1979, he spent 10 years in quality 
management. His retirement marked 35 
years of service at Honeywell and two at 
Westinghouse. 
Now he works once a week as an 
instructor for a vocational technical 
institute near his home in the Twin 
Cities. He teaches "Transformation of 
American Business and Industry," which 
involves a business philosophy used by 
Japanese companies. "The United States 
taught Japan how to do it after World 
War II and then allowed them to take 
over the steel and auto industry," he 
wrote. "Now we're slowly trying to get 
it back!" 
Bowar enjoys travelling with his wife, 
Gerry. She is an S DSU home economics 
alumna ('4 1).  They have a Suburban and 
trailer which has taken them from 
Alaska to Mexico to Florida and 
beyond. They also have six grown 
children to visit in various parts of the 
country. During one of their most recent 
trips they came to Brookings for Alumni 
Days at SDSU. 
Earl and Gerry Bowar, ME '41 and Home Economics '41 ,  visited SDSU in June during 
Alumni Days. 
1 5  
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ALUMNI 
Riddell returns for 
'Thrifty Thirties '  reunion 
When he graduated from the 
university and entered the service, "I 
sort of got on the lost list," and never 
made it back to SDSU, he said. His 
friend told the Alumni Association of 
his whereabouts, and "when I got 
back on the active list last year, I got 
reunion-related mailings about two or 
three times a week," he laughed. 
Bob Riddell enjoyed a walk through 
McCrory Gardens during his recent visit to 
SDSU. 
ALUMNI NOTES 
Michelle Clauson, EP '89, is working 
for Energy and Environmental Analysis 
Inc., an environmental consulting 
company in Arlington, Va. She was one 
of 61 students in the nation to receive an 
honorable mention last year in the USA 
Today All-USA College Academic 
Team program. 
Robert W. Thompson, EE '76, is 
president of the South Dakota Electrical 
Council, which has been generous in 
supporting SDSU. The council's Fall­
Winter 1990 newsletter featured an 
article about the College of Engineering, 
focusing on the Department of Electrical 
Engineering. In 1 989 the council gave 
$600 to SDSU for instructional lab 
equipment 
David 0. Mesick, EE '34, EE '37, died 
in February of 1 990. He had earned a 
bachelor's degree in electrical 
engineering from SDSU in 1 934 , and 
Bob Riddell of Casanova,Va.,graduated 
with his bachelor of science degree in 
civil engineering in 1 939, and left South 
Dakota. He returned to South Dakota 
State University 5 1  years later to attend 
his first ever Alumni Days celebration. 
Riddell, a native of Mobridge, is a 
retired Marine Corps colonel, and 
served 28 years in the Corps. He has not 
been back to Mobridge since 1 952. 
He learned of the Alumni Days 
celebration last year from a friend, and 
since the classes of the '30s were to be 
honored during the "Thrifty Thirties" 
celebration, he decided to come back. 
then a master's degree in both 
agricultural economics and electrical 
engineering in 1937. He had made his 
home in Ojai, Calif. 
Roxanne Pillar, CE '77, is a ci vii 
engineer in Fort Worth, Texas. She is 
SEND NEWS ! . . .  
"I  am thrilled to death to be back," said 
Riddell during an open house at 
McCrory Gardens Friday, June 14.  
Although at that time he had not had an 
opportunity to see all of the campus, he 
was impressed with the new buildings 
he had seen. 
"The growth is tremendous, and for the 
better, I must say," he noted. The only 
structure he could recognize at first 
glance was the Coughlin Campanile, he 
added. Riddell said he planned to tour 
the campus and visit the College of 
Engineering while in Brookings. 
also president of the Fort Worth chapter 
of the Texas Society of Professional 
Engineers. She recently wrote a 
commentary about ethics in engineering 
for The Business Press, a Fort Worth 
area news magazine. 
About yourself and your job. Enclose a photo if you have one! 
Name _________________________ _ 
Address _________________________ _ 
City ______________ State ___ Zip _____ _ 
Graduation Year ____ Degree Earned ______ Major ____ _ 
Present Employment---------------------
What do you think of IMPULSE? ______________ _ 
Clip and return to the College of Engineering, SDSU, Brookings, SD 57007 
STUDENTS 
Creativity expressed during 'Rube Goldberg' contest 
"You can just make Kool-aid until you 
run out of water," said Mike Jaspers of 
his "Rube Goldberg" entry at 
Engineering Exploration Days at South 
Dakota State University. 
"You can regulate the concentration and 
you can make glass after glass for mass 
production," Jaspers noted. Glass after 
glass. Hmmmm. 
Jaspers and Brian Mundt, engineering 
students from Eden and Agar, 
respectively, were the triumphant team 
in SDSU's Engineering Exploration 
Days "Rube Goldberg" contest. 
Five teams and individual students from 
SDSU accepted the challenge to 
demonstrate complicated machines they 
had designed for the first "Rube 
Goldberg" contest held in April. 
Tim Stroschein of Sturgis, contest 
designer and judge, said this year's 
challenge for college students required 
competitors to build a machine that 
would mix Kool-aid. hands-off, and 
from a distance. There was a separate 
challenge for high school students. The 
machines were rated on creativity, 
efficiency and quality. 
He introduced the contest because the 
EED organizers wanted a low-cost 
experiment that would be fun for 
students and audience alike. 
No judges actually drank the resultant 
beverages that spewed or trickled from 
the machines to test for product quality, 
but all the competitors ended up with 
red liquid and some managed to put ice 
cubes in the drink as well. 
SDSU students Rob Whitaker and 
Kevin Micko, both of Brookings, 
demonstrated a mousetrap-and-
rubberband-driven device that 
simultaneously dropped drink powder 
from a funnel and water from a large 
veterinary syringe into a beaker 
equipped with a small propeller. 
Snap of mousetrap, contact, trickle and 
plop of ingredients, and two seconds 
later, quick-stir Kool-aid. 
Because of the speed of the Whitaker­
Micko machine's operation, the judges 
asked for an instant replay and the team 
was easily able to oblige. 
"We were looking for simplicity," said 
Whitaker. "To operate the machine all 
you have to do is pull this string here. 
To reload it, you pull the rubber-band 
back and reset the mousetrap." 
Jim Huls and Sean Mertes, junior 
engineering majors from Salem and 
Britton, respectively, followed a fishing 
theme in constructing their gravity-fed 
Kool-aid dispenser. 
As water from an elevated 
bucket filters into the 
Huls-Mertes beverage 
The purpose of the "Rube 
Goldberg" contest is to 
inspire creative thinking 
and a better understanding 
of how machines operate. 
The machines were judged 
on creativity, quality and 
efficiency. Extra points 
were awarded for 
machines that put ice in 
their Kool-aid.The college 
students could use items 
such as balloons, bottles, 
boxes, glue. ice, magnets, 
mousetraps, wood, pulleys, 
rubber bands, springs, and 
many other household 
items. (Photo by Ron 
Ladegaard, Instructional 
Media Center) 
receptacle, a standard red-and-white 
bobber attached to fishing line floats up 
releasing a metal plate in a funnel full of 
drink powder. The powder "silts" down 
into the water as a weight on a fishing 
line springs a mousetrap to unwind a 
string from a spool and drive a 
perforated stirring paddle mounted on a 
shaft. 
The stirring paddle then trips a spring on 
a horizontal hinge bearing ice cubes, 
and presto! - instant iced Kool-aid. 
The winning team of Jaspers and Mundt 
opted for mass production. Five gallons 
of Kool-aid was no problem for the 
Mundt-Jaspers machine. Turning the 
dispenser off was a little tricky, 
however. 
By Molly Miron, Regional Editor for 
the Brookings Daily Register. Story 




Greetings alumni ! 
We have just finished another eventful 
and productive year at South Dakota 
State University. The "Making 
Connections" Ethics Conference, 
Phonathon 1990 and Engineering 
Exploration Days (EEO) were very 
successful. Attendance at these events 
was great and we received many 
positive comments from participants. 
We are beginning to plan for another 
exciting school year. This fall the 
College of Engineering will host an 
Entrepreneurs' Workshop for those 
interested in starting a business. The 
planning and promotions committees 
will be working throughout the summer 
to produce another informative and 
successful event 
Initial plans for EED and the 
engineering phonathon have been made 
and these committees will begin 
organizing these important events this 
fall. 
The Joint Engineering Council (JEC) is 
also working on some exciting new 
ideas. Recognizing the fact that many 
high school students don't even know 
what engineers do, the JEC will be 
starting a high school relations program. 
We hope to set up an ongoing program 
with college students assigned as 
ambassadors responsible for particular 
high school students. They will meet 
with high school principals, counselors 
and students to provide them with 
information about the engineering 
profession. They will also act as liaisons 
between high schools and the university. 
We are looking into developing Junior 
Engineering Technical Societies (JETS) 
in area high schools. These 
organizations would help inform high 
school students about engineering and 
prepare them for a technical major in 
college. 
There is interest in starting a National 
Society of Professional Engineering 
Community Action Program. This 
would involve developing community 
betterment programs to help advance 
projects that would not progress without 
volunteerism. 
During the spring 199 1  semester the 
JEC will host the Regional Engineering 
Student Council Conference. Area 
student councils will meet at SDSU to 
discuss the policies and activities of 
their schools and try to develop new 
ideas. This year we will be sending two 
representatives to the national meeting 
at Raleigh, N. C. 
We have set our goals high, but we have 
an outstanding team ready to tackle 
these tasks. We are also looking to 
involve more freshmen and sophomores 
in these activities. 
I would like to thank you for your 
continuing support of our college 
through the engineering phonathon and 
job leads. We also appreciate feedback 
about current programs, current industry 
development, and we welcome new 
ideas. Please feel free to contact the JEC 
through the Engineering Dean's Office. 
Troy Erickson, President, 
Joint Engineering Council 
Student-Professional Awareness Conference held 
A conference at the South Dakota Art 
Museum April 19 explored the non­
technical areas that can affect an 
engineer's career. The conference, a 
Student-Professional Awareness 
Conference (S-PAC), was sponsored by 
the South Dakota State University 
chapter of the Institute of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineers (IEEE). Kevin 
McCarville of Brookings was the 
committee chairman and the seminar 
was open to all students. 
The speakers were Jeff Nelson, manager 
of East River Electric; Michael 
Andrews, dean of computer information 
systems at DeVry Institute of 
Technology; and James Watson, 
president of Ohio Edison Co. The 
keynote speaker at the IEEE/Eta Kappa 
Nu banquet was Dr. Richard Gowen, 
president of the South Dakota School of 
Mines and Technology in Rapid City. 
Partial funding for the conference was 
provided by the regional and national 
divisions of IEEE. 
STUDENTS 
Students win award to study sun spots 
South Dakota State University's chapter 
of Society of Physics Students (SPS) 
received a $ 1 ,000 1 990 Allied Award 
for its proposal dealing with sunspot 
evaluation. 
"Evaluating the Active Sun as a Star 
Through Multispectral Photometry of 
the Solar Disk During Sunspot 
Maximum," was the proposal submitted 
on behalf of SPS to the 1990 Allied 
Award Program. 
Dr. Stephen Schiller, assistant professor 
of physics, said the students will use an 
electronic camera attached to a 
telescope to study and analyze the color 
variations of solar flares and sun spots. 
The data obtained will be used to look at 
and compare similar activity on other 
stars. 
"We can't image the other stars directly; 
they're too far away," said Schiller. 
"We're going to use the data from the 
sun to compare it with other stars and 
see if the same activity is going on." 
Schiller said students will be collecting 
the data and doing most of the work 
themselves. The project will take about 
two years to complete. 
Dr. Warren Hein, head of the physics 
department and adviser to SPS, said 
about 500 chapters compete in the 
Allied Award Program each year and 
approximately five to 10 of those 
chapters receive awards. 
Phonathon pledges top last year's totals 
Approximately 400 engineering 
students raised more than $80,000 in 
pledges during the College of 
Engineering Phonathon held in 
conjunction with Engineers Week in 
February. This year's event brought in 
an increase of $ 10,000 over last year's 
phonathon total. 
Teresa Hein, 1 990 phonathon faculty 
chairperson said the increase could be 
attributed to several changes. "There 
were more people to call with another 
round of students graduating. I think the 
callers did a better job than last year, the 
letter we sent out to alumni ahead of 
time was more professional and we had 
more phones." 
Students used 50 phones for the 
phonathon, which ran five consecutive 
evenings, with two shifts each evening. 
The funds raised will be use.d to support 
scholarships, purchase laboratory 
equipment and sponsor student activities 
and trips in each department of the 
college. Part of the money will also go 
to the Engineering Dean's Fund, which 
pays for the phonathon and supports 
Physics whizzes compete for cash 
Students from Sioux Falls Lincoln High 
School took first place in the Physics 
Bowl XIV competition held April 5 at 
South Dakota State University. Viborg 
took second and Dell Rapids St. Mary's 
received third. 
Sioux Falls team members were Cam 
Luecke, Rob Draeger and Craig Steffen, 
with Arlyn Thomas as coach. Members 
of the Viborg team were Jeff Nesheim, 
Neil Andal and Ryan Devitt, with Allan 
Ward as coach. Competing from Dell 
Rapids St. Mary'� were Brad 
Heinemann, Greg Lacey and Matt 
Ahlers, coached by Chris Skinner. 
The annual event gives high school 
students from throughout the state an 
opportunity to display their knowledge 
of physics and compete for cash prizes. 
various student activities. 
Hein said alumni who participated 
deserve much thanks. "There are a lot of 
things we wouldn't be able to have 
without their support." 
Troy Erickson, a senior mechanical 
engineering major from Summit, served 
as student chairperson of the 1 990 
phonathon, and Rob Cameron, a 
sophomore electrical engineering major 




Students in the College of Engineering 
elected their student senators March 7. 
Elected as senators were Mike Boetel, 
South Sioux City, Neb.; Denise Bauer, 
Herreid; David Knofczynski, Willmar, 
Minn.; and Greg McLaughlin, 
Bloomington, Minn. 
STUDENTS 
Students work to make 
engineering event a succe s s  
Steven Poessnecker, Noel Miller and 
Darrin Foell all share an interest and a 
love for engineering, and they infonned 
others about the field by helping plan 
and promote the seventh annual 
Engineering Exploration Days April 5 
and 6. 
Engineering Exploration Days (EEO) is 
a two-day event sponsored annually by 
the College of Engineering at SDSU and 
put on by students. EEO includes 
contests, presentations, seminars and a 
trade fair. 
In 1984, Dr. Ernest Buckley, then dean 
of the College of Engineering, 
combined four separate engineering 
events already held each year into one 
large event and called it Engineering 
Exploration Days. Since then, EEO has 
grown in size and scope and has even 
operated under different themes such as 
"Techsigns" in 1986 and "Impact '87'' in 
1987. 
Poessnecker, a sophomore mechanical 
engineering and speech double major, 
served as co-chairperson of the event 
this year, working closely with Kate 
Mensch, a graduate student in industrial 
management, who was the chairperson. 
Poessnecker was also a member of the 
promotions committee. 
Poessnecker said he delegated various 
duties, relayed messages and oversaw 
the other committees. For the 
promotions committee he wrote 
newspaper ads for EEO which were 
placed in newspapers across the state by 
the South Dakota Newspaper 
Association. 
Miller, a civil engineering major from 
Pierre, was chairperson of the high 
school committee. She was responsible 
for organizing High School Day, April 
6. Seven other students on the 
committee helped her plan and organize 
speakers, contests and tours for the high 
school students. 
Foell, an electronics engineering 
technology major from Peever, was a 
member of the promotions committee. 
He wrote public service announcements 
and broadcast news releases which were 
included in media kits 
for the press. 
Poessnecker, Miller and 
Foell were capable in 
the planning and 
promotion of EEO 
because of the 
experience they gained 
through a promotions 
Faculty members Dr. 
Arden Sigl, Abdul Abdul­
Shafi and Dr. Vernon 
Schaefer (left to right) 
examine models for the 
bridge building contest 
during EEO, as Brad Lehr 
(back), of Aberdeen, 
looks on. 
class offered by the College of 
Engineering. The students selected for 
the class receive a scholarship which 
pays the tuition for the course. Those 
students enrolled in the fall promotions 
class go on to plan and promote EEO in 
the spring. 
The purpose of High School Day during 
EEO is to acquaint high school students 
with engineering and the engineering 
program at SDSU. Poessnecker, Miller 
and Foell agreed that EEO serves as 
recruiting tool for the college. 
The fact that many high school students 
are not acquainted with engineering is 
precisely why the promotions committee 
added some outside recruiting. Students 
involved with EEO traveled to about 10  
high schools and visited with students 
about the upcoming event. 
"Going out to the high schools has been 
successful. We've even received calls 
from other schools with questions about 
what was going on," Miller said 
EEO also includes a College Day, which 
is geared toward college students and 
professionals. Computer companies 
were on hand this year during College 
Day to give presentations on new 
computer products. Various seminars 
were also held. 
About 35 students worked to get EEO 
off the ground in 1990. The two-day 
event was funded through donations to 
the College of Engineering Dean's Fund. 
"EEO is a great career opportunity. If 
students come here they can learn about 
engineering and find out it's a lot of 
fun," Miller said. 
By Kara Donohue, a student writer 
with the Office of University Relations 
at South Dakota State University 
Chapter wins Allied Award 
The South Dakota State University 
chapter of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) received 
first place and the Allied Signal Award 
during a regional student conference in 
Grand Forks, N.D. 
The SDSU chapter received the highest 
points in the region, capturing 622 
points out of a possible 720. Chapters 
are awarded points throughout the year 
for member attendance at chapter 
meetings, speakers, publications and 
awards received. 
Twenty-six of the 95 members in the 
SDSU chapter attended the conference. 
Those attending included Patrick 
Bickett, Winfred; Tim Carlson, 
Beresford; Dana Chandler, Reinbeck, 
Iowa; Paul Denlinger, Eagan, Minn.; 
Dale Dierks, Armour; Robert Diez, 
Pierre; Troy Erickson, S ummit; David 
Flores, Brookings; Jeff Fritz, Brookings; 
Robert Gelle, Somerset, Wis.; James 
Horton, Brookings; Brian Hummel, 
Rapid City; Todd Mcinerny, Elk Point; 
Sean Mertes, Britton; Gary Minor, 
Brookings; Wade Morlock, Montevideo, 
Minn.; Perry Peterson, Burnsville, 
Minn.; Ronald Porter, St. Lawrence; V. 
A. Pothen, Brookings; Peter Quist, 
Brookings; Dean Rennich, White; Scott 
Saugstad, Huron; Gene Sieve, Lismore, 
Minn.; Jon Spomer, Rapid City; James 
Stampe, Pierre; and Jay Tschetter, 
Hitchcock. 
Individually at the regional contest, 
James Stampe was awarded third place 
for his presentation on "Design of a 
Manlift Auto-Leveling System," and Jay 
Tschetter captured the Outstanding 
Student Award. 
Dr. Hamid Hamidzadeh, associate 
professor of mechanical engineering at 




Students in the College of Engineering 
serving on the planning committee for 
the upcoming Entrepreneurs' Workshop 
at SDSU Nov. 1 -2 are: Ozzie Ahmed, 
Bruce Byers, Nicole Chicoine, Lance 
Day, Troy Erickson, Darrin Foell, 
Richard Heitkamp, Noel Miller, Steve 
Poessnecker, Cris Skonard, Charles 
Sykora, Kate Mensch, Susan Quam and 
Darin Winterton, the group's chair. 
Terry Forest, professor and acting head 
of the general engineering department, 
is the faculty adviser for the planning 
committee. 
Other members of the planning 
committee for the workshop include Dr. 
Duane Sander, dean of the college; Dr. 
Linda Baer, SDSU's director of 
economic development; and Dr. Al 
Kurtenbach, chair of the Dean's 
Advisory Council and president of 
Daktronics Inc. 
Reception held for engineering honor students 
The College of Engineering held a 
reception Feb. 22 to honor the 238 
engineering students who qualified for 
the 1989 fall semester Dean's List. 
Each of the students received a Dean's 
List Certificate and a listing in the 
National Dean's List Publication. To be 
named to the dean's list a student must 
achieve a 3.4 grade point average. 
Students who attended the reception 
were: 
South Dakota - Brett Lauinger, 
Aberdeen; Randy Anderton and 
Gretchen Wittman, Alcester; Steven 
Mentele, Alexandria; Mike Headley, 
James Horton, Chris Pierson, Brian 
Piersel, Ing Chung Huo, Tan Hii Mieng 
ar j Yasmine Ghazi, Brookings; Dion 
Johnson, Canistota; Karl Ulmer, Canton; 
Chad Fletcher, Colome; Jeff Klein and 
Jim Geraets, Dell Rapids; Andrew 
Muser, De Smet; Chad Teply, Elk Point; 
Wes Hoffart, Gregory; Scott Stoneall, 
Harrisburg; Carmon Dunn, Hartford; 
Jeffery Kohlmeyer and Scott Saugstad, 
Huron; Becky Flatmoe, Lemmon; Jim 
Morrison, Leola; Darin Winterton and 
Michael Benning: Madison; Paul 
Johnson, Miller; Lee Pendleton Morgan 
and James Honomichl, Mitchell; Ryan 
Thompson, Monroe; Kevin McLaury, 
Parkston; Noel Miller, Pierre; Reed 
McKee, Blake Anderson, Adam Aberle, 
Douglas Daniels and Scott Healy, Sioux 
Falls; Jeff Kartan, Tabor; Dawn 
Schweitzer, Timber Lake; Darin 
Franklin, Volga; Brian Troth, 
Wessington; Cory Hainy, Wessington 
Springs; and Diane Birkholtz, Willow 
Lake. 
Minnesota - Jon Lonneman, Adrian; 
Charles Sykora, Browns Valley; Troy 
Thompson, Canby; Chris Skonard, 
Montevideo; Galen Streich and Angie 
Stotesbery, Ortonville; Tim Vogelsang, 
Waseca; and Brent Carey, Windom. 
Nebraska - Steve Poessnecker, 
Atkinson. 
Iowa - Mike Stoos, Akron. 
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Faculty retirees 
Four individuals in the College of 
Engineering are retiring this year. They are 
Waldemar G. Sippel, assistant professor of 
physics, after 40 years; Dr. James N. 
Dombush, professor of civil engineering, 36 
years; Abdul Abdul-Shafi, associate 
professor of civil engineering, 32 years; and 
Clayton W. Knofczynski, professor of 
mechanical engineering, 29 years. 
Sippel was born Feb. 14, 1925, in Ruff, 
Wash. He earned his bachelor's degree in 
math and master's degree in physics from 
the University of South Dakota in 1947 and 
1950, respectively. He joined the SDSU 
faculty in 1953 and taught the introductory 
physics labs, elementary physics labs and a 
course in astronomy. 
He was also employed by USD, Washington 
State University, the University of Colorado, 
the University of California, and Naval 
Weapons. He held the rank of staff sergeant 
in the U. S. Army, and served in the United 
States and India. He is a member of Sigma 
Xi. He and his wife, Marjorie, have four 
children - Walter, Kevin, Diane and Mark. 
Dornbush was born Feb. 16, 1928, at 
Aberdeen. He graduated from Pollock High 
School in 1945 and is a 1949 SDSU civil 
engineering graduate. He received his 
master's degree in civil engineering in 1959 
from the University of Minnesota and his 
doctorate in 1962 from Washington 
University. He joined the SDSU faculty in 
1949 a."ld taught wastewater engineering, 
engineering administration, environmental 
engineering, environmental engineering 
planning, water quality analysis and a 
special topics course, "Land Treatment of 
Wastes." 
He was also employed at the Minnesota 
Department of Health, South Dakota 
Department of Health and as a consulting 
enginec.r. He served in the U.S. Army from 
195 1 -53 as a private and second lieutenant 
Dornbush was granted professor emeritus 
status May 3 1  by the South Dakota Board of 
Regents. He was named an SDSU Alumni 
Association Distinguished Alumnus in 
1987. His professional memberships include 
American Society of Civil Engineers, 
National Society of Professional Engineers, 
Sigma Xi, and others. He and his wife, 
Maxine, have two children - Denise and 
Renee. 
Abdul-Shafi was born April 4, 1926, in 
Gaza, Palestine. He was appointed to the 
SDSU faculty in 1958 and was named an 
associate professor in 1974. He received his 
bachelor's degree in civil engineering from 
Utah State University in 1953 and his 
master's degree in civil engineering in 1955 
from the University of Missouri. At SDSU, 
he taught engineering mechanics and statics. 
He is a member of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers, American Concrete Insitute 
National Society of Professional Engineers, 
and others. 
Knofczynski was born Jan. 25, 1926, in 
Ivanhoe, Minn. He graduated from Ivanhoe 
Public School in 1944 and received his 
bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering 
from SDSU in 1958. He received his 
master's degree in mechanical engineering 
from SDSU in 1965 and was appointed to 
the SDSU faculty in 1966. He taught 
courses in thermodynamics, turbo 
machinery, fluid mechanics, design of 
mechanical elements, internal combustion 
engines and the measurements and 
instrumentation lab. He retired in January. 
He was also employed at Sperry Univac. 
His professional associations include 
American Society for Engineering 
Education, Society of Automotive 
Engineers, National Society of Professional 
Engineers and the northeast chapter of the 
South Dakota Engineering Society, and 
others. He and his wife, Audrey, have six 
children - Beth, John, Paul, Charles, 
Gregory and Mary. 
FACULTY 
SDSU professor, students design flexible arm 
A faculty member and two students at 
South Dakota State University have 
been working on a design and 
development project that could result in 
the manufacture of an improved flexible 
arm for lighting fixtures. 
Dr. Hamid Hamidzadeh, associate 
professor of mechanical engineering, 
and mechanical engineering students 
Jamie Horton of Brookings and Mike 
Beyer of New Richland, Minn., have 
completed the first phase of a project for 
a manufacturer in Watertown. The 
design project was funded by the 
company and the Governor's Office of 
Economic Development. 
The manufacturer's intention is to 
develop a stronger "gooseneck" flexarm, 
used on industrial worklights in the 
machine shop, automotive, printing, 
lapidary and medical fields. 
"We have attempted to improve the arm 
for load bearing capability. Through 
static and dynamic tests, we came up 
with a mathematical modelling. We 
drew some conclusions and design 
guidelines." 
"Trying to minimize the cost for 
improvement was the toughest 
objective," he said. Cost feasibility was 
a major consideration in the study. 
About 25 percent of the students' and 
professor's time was spent in laboratory 
work and the rest in analytical and 
numerical mathematical modelling. 
"We are satisfied with the first phase of 
the project," Hamidzadeh said. "We 
have a good conclusion, but we also can 
find ways for improvement beyond this 
stage." 
Harold Hall awarded honorary doctorate 
Harold Hall of Fulton was awarded an 
honorary doctor of science degree at 
South Dakota State University's spring 
commencement exercises in May. Hall , 
a native of Turner County, recently 
retired as vice president of the corporate 
research group staff of the Xerox 
Corporation. He earned a bachelor's 
degree in physics from SDSU in 1948 
and a master's degree in physics from 
the University of Oregon in 1949. He 
received a doctorate in physics from the 
University of Wisconsin in 1952. Hall is 
a member of the Board of Directors of 
the SDSU Foundation and the College 
of Engineering Dean's Advisory 
Council. 
Wagner recognizes engineering employees 
Several College of Engineering employees received pins and 
plaques this year in recognition of their years of service to the 
state of South Dakota Those with 30 or more years of service 
were honored at a reception hosted by Dr. Robert Wagner, 
president of SDSU, at his home May 14. They were: 
Civil engineering - Abdul Abdul-Shafi, Dr. Paul Koepsell, 
Dr. James Dombush; mechanical engineering - Ken 
Christianson; physics - Dr. Hans Graetzer, Dr. George 
Duffey, Waldemar Sippel; general engineering - Marion 
Heusinkveld; electrical engineering - Wayne Knaback; 
computer science - Beverley Lundberg; agricultural 
engineering - Dean Mohan, Robert Durland; mathematics -
Maurice Monahan. 
George Duffey and Waldemar Sippel ranked highest in 
seniority of all employees on campus. Duffey has served the 
state for 44 years and Sippel for 40. 
Waldemar Sippl, left, and George Duffey, right, were among those 
recently honored by Dr. Robert Wagner for years of �ervice to the 
state of South Dakota. (Photo by Ron Ladegaard, Instructional 
Media Center) 23 
FACULTY 
A tuition scholarship in computer 
science for juniors and seniors has been 
established by the first permanent head 
of the computer science department at 
SDSU and his wife. Dr. and Mrs. 
Gerald Bergum of Brookings 
developed the scholarship through the 
SDSU Foundation. Bergum joined the 
SDSU mathematics department in 1970 
and was named computer science 
department head in 1985. He is editor of 
the "Fibonacci Quarterly," an 
international mathematics journal. This 
summer he attended an international 
research conference in Wake Forest, 
N.C. 
Two textbooks written by Dr. George 
Duffey are scheduled to be published 
soon . "Quantum States and Processes," 
and "Applied Group Theory for 
Physicists and Chemists," will be 
published by Prentice Hall. Duffey, a 
professor of physics, has been working 
on them for about 10 years. 
Dr. Stephen Schiller, assistant 
professor of physics, recently completed 
a summer faculty fellowship in 
Mississippi funded jointly by the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration and the American 
Society for Engineering Education. He 
spent 1 0  weeks at the John C. Stennis 
Space Center working on a project 
dealing with the correction of satellite 
imagery for atmospheric affects. He has 
been working on a similar project with 
EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls this 
year. 
Dr. Ross Kinderman, assistant 
professor of math, was named Teacher 
of the Year in the College of 
Engineering for 1990. 
Improving lake water quality 
goal of research program 
David German, a research associate for 
the Water Resources Institute, has been 
conducting research on the water quality 
at Oakwood Lakes. 
Intensive study of the lakes, located 1 5  
miles northwest of Brookings, has been 
under way since 1987. According to 
German, the main objective is to 
determine if the land treatment measures 
applied in the watershed through the 
Rural Clean Water Program are likely to 
improve lake water quality. 
"Although that question really cannot be 
answered fully until data analysis and 
modeling is completed at the end of 
1990, information now available may be 
24 useful in managing other lakes in South 
Dakota," he stated in a recent report 
"Tributary monitoring indicates large 
quantities of nutrients are entering the 
lakes even after minimum tillage 
(maintaining at least 30 percent crop 
residue cover) practices were applied to 
most of the cropland in the watershed. 
Nutrient loads were especially high in 
creeks that received runoff from 
feedlots. 
"The data indicates that better 
management of crop residues (switching 
to no-till or ridge till farming) and 
proper collection and application of 
animal wastes may be necessary to 




U.S.  West provides 
grant for faculty 
profile system 
South Dakota State University's 
Engineering and Environmental 
Research Center (EERC) recently 
received a $7,675 grant from the U.S. 
West Foundation to expand the Faculty 
Profile System developed for the 
College of Engineering to a university­
wide database. 
This database helps identify faculty 
members to assist with industry requests 
for technical assistance and also helps 
match faculty with federal and industry­
sponsored research requests. The 
database will be on-line at the EERC 
and updated annually. 
According to LaDell R. Swiden, acting 
director for the EERC, research profiles 
are collected via questionnaires. 
Research expertise and interests are 
based on a National Science Foundation 
Keyword Thesaurus. This provides for a 
concise and efficient description of 
research efforts, since different faculty 
may use different terms for a given 
expertise. 
The grant was the second received from 
U.S. West to create the database. The 
first, a $12,000 grant, was used to 
purchase computer equipment and 
software and to design the database 
system for engineering faculty. 
The "second phase" grant will help 
purchase additional computer hardware, 
pay for correspondence with faculty 
throughout the university and support 
database maintenance. Upon 
completion this system will include 
approximately 300 faculty members -
including SDSU faculty and adjunct 
professors. 
SDSU's EERC, through its University 
Industry Technology Service Program, 
actively assists South Dakota's 
industries through technology transfer, 




Civil engineering faculty playing key role in 
water resources project 
Two civil engineering faculty members 
are playing a key role in a major water 
resources project funded this year by the 
state and federal governments. The $ 1 .  7 
million project is designed to assess the 
potential of using surface water supplies 
to artificially recharge glacial aquifers in 
South Dakota. 
Dr. Vernon R. Schaefer and Delvin 
DeBoer of the civil engineering 
department and Patrick Emmons of the 
South Dakota District of the United 
States Geological Survey are the 
principal investigators. Through the 
Northern Plains Water Resources 
Research Center, SDSU will provide 
overall management for the project and 
share technical responsibility with the 
USGS and the Department of Water and 
Natural Resources. Local coordination 
for the project will be provided by the 
city of Huron and the James River 
Water Development District 
The project is part of the High Plains 
States Groundwater Recharge 
Demonstration Program of the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation. The study will 
focus on recharging a glacial aquifer 
west of Huron using water from the 
James River. 
The project concept is to use high flows 
from the James River during the spring 
runoff period as a source of water, then 
treat the water in Huron's water 
treatment plant, pipe the water to the 
recharge site using an existing pipeline 
and inject the water into the Warren 
Aquifer, a buried glacial aquifer. 
The study includes a two-year phase of 
monitoring existing conditions to ensure 
necessary background data is collected 
from which proper evaluations of the 
effects of the recharge can be 
ascertained. This phase will be followed 
by two seasons of recharge with 
extensive monitoring of water quality 
and water movement in the aquifer. The 
final year of the study includes analysis 
and evaluation of the data collected, 
preparation of a detailed report and 
reclamation. Contingencies are included 
in the study to terminate the project 
should monitoring results indicate 
adverse conditions within the aquifer. 
Gov. George Mickelson said the project 
is part of the statewide cooperative 
effort instituted to focus on and 
implement water research and 
development capabilities to conserve 
and enhance South Dakota's vital water 
resources. "This study moves strongly in 
the direction of our objective to utilize 
the university's expertise and its 
Northern Great Plains Water Resources 
Research Center in coordinating this 
effort," he said. 
The South Dakota Department of Water 
and Natural Resources, SDSU, the U.S . 
Geological S urvey, the James River 
Water Development District and the city 
of Huron are working jointly on the 
study. 
Dr. Robert Wagner, president of SDSU, 
said, "The university recognizes the 
challenge and opportunity it has to 
provide significant leadership and 
direction through the Northern Plains 
Water Resources Research Center for 
exploring and strengthening our water 
resources. The state of South Dakota 
endures periodic drought cycles and 
must be in a position to wisely use this 
vital resource and take every step to 
seek out new water sources." 
Delvin DeBoer, left, Larry Pu1nam, a civil engineering graduate student originally from 
Watertown, and Dr. Vernon R .  Schaefer, right, review plans for a $ 1 .7 million water resources 
project. (Photo by Kristin K. Anderson) 25 
DEAN'S FUND 
Contributors to the Greater State Fund Dec. 1, 1989 - April 31, 1990 
Support from alumni has come to be essential to institutions of higher education. Contributions have made possible the 
development of activities that have won recognition for the SDSU College of Engineering as one of the nation's leaders in 
engineering education. We have benefited and those who have been generous in their gifts share with us the satisfaction that comes 
from achievements. 
BENEFACTORS (Gifts of $1 ,000 or more) 
Gerald Bergum. BSMATH 1 958, professor and head of the Computer Science Department, 
and his wife, Shirley, provided funds for advanced studies support for engineering faculty who 
want to pursue an advanced degree in computer science. 
Harvey Owren, BSEE 1 94 1 ,  has been interested in improving instructional methods in 
engineering and has provided the funds to conduct a course called the Harvey Owren Principles 
of College Teaching for Engineers Seminar. 
Dale Ryman, BSAE 1935, BSCE 1938, is a former member of the U.S. Navy Seabees and 
Chief Construction Engineer of California Division of Highways, now retired. In 1984, he was 
recognized as the first Benefactor of the College of Engineering and received the Distinguished 
Engineer's Award in 1985. 
Lansford and Frances Trapp, BSPhy 1 948, MSMath 1950, is a retired Professor of South Dakota 
State University. The gift was given to the Math, Engineering, and Physics Departments by the 
Trapp Family Scholarship Endowment. 
Charles W. Mueller, BSEE 193 1 ,  deceased 1989, was the former Chief of the Air Navigation 
Facilities Branch, Oklahoma City. This endowment is made possible through a gift from his 
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Olson, who generously wishes to carry our her fathers intent to 
remember his alma mater and Dr. Harold M. Crothers with a program to encourage students in 
the electrical curriculum. 
ENGINEERING DEANS CLUB 
(Gifts of $250 - $999) 
1928 1953 Manwam:n,Linda 
Sundstrom.Raymond & Wilcox,Archie 
Helen Woodworth.William 1962 
Eer Nisse.Errol 
1 929 1 954 
Croolu,Robc:t M. Schmidt.James 1966 
Stilcs,Merrill Osmundson,Arthur 
Hanly,Thomu 1956 
Anderson ,Harvey 1969 
1938 Moe.Richard 
Wiseman,Gordon & Mavis 1 957 
lsaak,Mcrlyn & Faye 1970 
1939 Paulson,Vugil 
Callihan,l-Jenry 1959 
Leech ,Ronald 1972 
1941 Blaze.Francis & Beverly Tiltrum,Charles & Karon 
Lien.Ray Soren.Ronald 
1974 
1949 1960 Ouke)oseph 
Crain.Lewis B utr ,Arthur 
1975 
1951 1961 Currie.David 
Burge, William Waggoner.Charles 
Nordmadt,Glenn Van Oierendonclt,A.J. 1976 
Christensen.Noel & Rita Trygstad)oan 
















































Webstcr,M. Keith & Mary 
1941 
English ,Marvin 












Endahl,Lowell & Vronna 
Miller.Bruce & Marian 
1949 
Dombush,James & Maxine 














Rowen,Kenneth & Mary 






M.:ner,l-Jarlow & Carol 
Ldtr,George E. 
Sexton.George & Marjorie 
1955 





1 957 Todaro,Richud Lcvi.ns,Richud 1971 Mildr.clsen,Stcven Weisz.David & Michelle 
Coddington.Richard & Vandenberg.Lowell & Nona Pani.sh,Paul Lusoo.Durell & Vicki 
Eleanor 1 977 1984 
Furchner,Carl & Virginia 1961 1966 1 972 Baumberger,Vemoo Roesler.Daniel & Cynthia 
Marten, Gene Crossman,Leoo & Buban Joigcnsen,Dooald Holton.Patrick & Carol Seversoo,Paul Christensen.Gregg 
Sudman,Duane & Gail Wigdahl.A Gerald Buri,Lynn Hovland, Waaen Urman,Stephen 
Neylwt,Peter Piepez, Wendell Jcnsen,Geotge & Gtil 1 978 Wahlstrom.Stuart 
1958 Swiden,LaDell & Phyllia Porter, Gary Schuman.John Froehlich,Janice & Donel! 
Trautman.Arthur Rollag.Dwayne & Hdcn Bliss, Gary Hiruic:hs,Tirnothy 1985 
Beig,Robert & Sharon 1 962 Wangsness,Dcnnia Busby.Robert Hofland.Rick & Cynthia Veal.Mike & Barbara 
De Groot,Glenn Proehl.Dieter Christianson.David & Lee.Allen Brooks,F ranees Prunty 
Kay.Robert & Shirley Juuelstad,David 1 967 Barbara Meier, Glenn 
Beckman,Richud & Susan Bartels.Keith & Glynn Corothers,J crry Smith ,Karen 1986 
1 959 Mc Conkey.Lt. Col Le Roy Graf, Timothy Pollmann.Daniel 
Ho!t.Alyn Swaqndon,Richud 1968 Graves.David 1 979 Johnson.Kent 
Peterson.John & Karen Tuntland,Alan Gamble, William Moshier,C!an:nce & Ida Campbell.Jay 
Nclsen,Gary & Janet Anderson.Byron & Lynda Thelen,Thornaa Lcntz,Scou 1987 
Olsoo,LeRoy 1963 Hagedom,Wtlliam & Carol Scheel,Rodney Heng.Hock H. 
Rhoades,Guy Heinzen, Morris Isu.k,Jerry Gust.Daniel & Karen 1981 Tunbeim,J oo & Marci.a 
Anderson.Frances Hcmbd,James & Sandra Schoen, Charles Guat,Craig & Brenda Johnson.Dean 
Dugdale,BurdetLe Trimble,Vcrnon Healy.William Lunde.Lury 1988 
Fodness.Donald 1 969 Swenson.John Anthony 
Hansen.Lawrence & Sharon 1 964 De Betg,David E. 1974 1982 
J ares,Dooald IIovey,Rooald Haugc,John Christianson.Leslie & Linda Wtlaby,Diane 1989 
Yocom.Albert Knise,Camcroo Drcllcc,Neal Wright, Mui< Peterson,Marlt Alan 
Miuelstedt,Dennis & Kodis,Robcrt & Cynthia 1 975 A.kland.Donald 
1 960  Sharon Mullen.James Van Onnan,Roy Hearnen.Dan 
Lucke.Keith Penner, Wayne Beasoo,Thornas Juntti,Charles FRIENDS 
I loff,Wallace 1965 Svanda,Ricbud Mortimeyer,Bury & Wanda Kau,Deanna Thomas Ellcrbruch, Virgil & 
Allender, Charles Hayter,Richud & Buban Lanen.David Betmann,Maitin Georgan 
Dooley.Eugene Lltlle,Dennis Middleton,G!en 1983 Hcllickson,Mylo & Lillian 
Boldt,Gordon & Lynn Monbudt,Richud Devine,Rodney 1 976 Goppelt,J oan Bocklund-Hughes,Jill 
Macek,Joseph Backer.Ronald Anderson.Del wyn Tobin.Patrick Allender.Kenneth DcBocr,Durell & Ruth 
Olsen,James & Arline Buri,Jcrry Gundersoo,Larry Hulfard,Gerald & Leslie Ocmen,Curtis & Julie Scofield.Dr. Gonion L 
Owens.Francis & Dianne Jobnsoo,David & Norman Willud,David & Kathy lbis,Micbael Oemen,Wtlliam & Janet 
ALTRUISTIC A LU MNI 
(Gifts up to $99) 
1 920 1 934 K!osterman,Paul & Dorothy 1948 Jacobsoo,Henry 1953 
Solberg.Harry Wolfe.Emerson & Dorotha Sisson.Lowell & Agnes Aisenbrey,Andrew & Doris Leslie,Kenneth Luson,Chatles 
Miller.Melvin Williams.Perry & Dora Mae Anderson,Robert Llen,Neil Strom.Oren 
1921 Dannenbring,Gareld Aurstad,Howud Dooley.Delmer Payne,Uoyd Bue.Richard 
Sicvcrs,Geotge Rtzgerald,Gcorge Goldman,Camilla Haag.Marvin & Nina Schwiesow,William Widenman,Chatles 
Ness.Harold Wl-.itney ,Robert Yrjanson,Wtlliam Anderson.Robert 
1 924 Silberberger,Leoo & Verna 1941 Christophcrson,ME. & Dowd,J. Larry Jarreu.,Rooald 
Mears.Dorothy Ayer Glover.Ila Dllkscn,Robert Marian Meisenholder,Gcrald Nc!son,Ruth 
Johnson ,Herbert Hunt,Eugene SchacJJer,Marvin & Jean Stroup.Gonion 
1 925 1 935 SL John.Roger Rogness.Aaron Snyder.Russell 
Jooes,Geoige Hoover,Robert Larsen,Frank & Evelyn Wiersma,F rank Wyland,James & Huriett 1954 
Miller ,Kenneth W Mcrnaugh,Le Roy & Wmckler,Paul Chcrney,Joseph Kidman.Bruce & Mary 
1 927 Ilerreman,Dermont & Isabelle Cameron.John Hen.ken.Ferdinand Ycucr,L. Keith "Pal" & 
Pinch,F. Carleson Buban Walin.Don Zenk ,Priscilla Kohnen,Eugene Helen 
Hutman,William 
1 928 1936 1 942 1951 Hendricks,Charles 
Miller, George Myhre.Emmett B. Johnson,C. Robert 1949 Dimick,Niel Nelson.Orval 
Francis.Albert Wangsness,Harold Housiax,Glenn B Leppke, Delbert Sayre, William & Clarann 
1929 Kulish,Leonard Arms.Milo Knabach,Wayne & Westlund,Oarence Stout,James 
Dangert,Roland Crothers, Milton Katherine Froseth, Willard Walker,Richud 
Dehnert.Floyd 1937 Fagrelius,Carl & Maigaret Eng.Donald Graves.Donald 
Bentsoo,Robcrt Hogic, Weldon Evans,TDean & Adele Christianson.Harold 1955 
1930 Jobnsoo,Oscar Dill.E vereu Fodness.Robert Wyman.Kenneth N'umemann,Gcne 
Johnson,Loys Herbcrt,Richanl M Lacen,Vem Mortensen.Audrey & JD. Marshman.John 
Spam.Estel A. "Jack" 1943 Ruch ,Maurice Miller.Frederick & Muy 
Pasek,Leonard 1938 Tirnmcrman,IIarold Thornpson,James 1952 HamaM,Donald 
Snethen.Elbert Weidenbach.Donald Wea tern.Ralph Dylla,Anthony Tobias, Thomas 
1931 Stoner.James Wendt,John Ohlson,Raymond Locn,Otlin Williams.Henry 
Jcpsoo,Hans Bonell,William Simmoos,Paul & Frances Smith.James 
Koblas,Leo Davis.Arthur H 1944 McLaughlin,Paul Botghard,Guy 1956 
Luson,Sidney Larsen.I leduf Healy.Donald & Helen Strobcl,Kcnncth Monahan.Maurice & Patti 
Laustcr,Kenncth Tcst,Howud Zeule,Eugcne & Carmen 1950 Wahlstrorn,Dooald & Brende,llcrbert 
Webster,11erbcrt Lcinbach,F. Huold & Ruth Ramona Ohman.Neil 
1 932 1 945 Dernps!er,Marion Fenner,Melvin Waby,Conrad 
Mitchell.Robert 1939 Baddeley.Robert & Doris Drydahl,Robcrt Kerner.George & Inez Brotsky,Robert & Eleda 
Neufeld,Wesley B ennett,J ack Huchendorf ,Kenneth Ku.ku.k,Duane Lee,Lloyd & Mildred 
fromke,Fred Jones,Clayton 1946 Mushall,Joseph Nasb,John Mclstad,Harvey 
Rohde.Florence Llntvedt,Maynard Jacobson.Delbert Andersen.Carl Nclson,Kennit & Helen Nygaard, George 
Roda.Vern Kecler,Huold & Dorothy Wtlson,Richud Rowlands.Mary & Bill 
1933 Ellingsoo,Paul 1 947 Cooley, William Dragsten,Elroy Egan.Noel 
Couon,L,Eugene Case.Eugene Sundberg.Alvin Hause,RObert Nclson,Halvor 
ScoLL,Clara 1 940 Ernersoo,Keith Beesley, George Quic.kstad,La Ron 
Graves,Lowell & Marjorie Ordung.Philip Willett,Leonard Bruguier,William 
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1957 Weaver, Thomas 1963 Friedrich, William Tulson,Bunon Zoellner.Kenneth 
Wiles.Robert & Ver Dell Williams.Dennis Richtcr,Gcrliard Herbst,Lloyd & Muy Alsaker,V111ccnt & Myla Dessell,Ardell 
Brunke.Robert Brush.Robert Jarf,John Pedcrsen,Robcrt Holden.Richard Manning.I ames 
Johnson ,Neal !Grby,James Abemathy,Jcrrold Ryland.Dennis Buum,Martin 
Johnson,Charles A. Pautz.ke,James Block.Allan De Raad,Duane 1971 Halling.Gregory 
Woolworth.Donald & Stem, Wallace Schmidt,Ronald Dutclier,Robcrt Hoffut, Victor Nelson.Rodney 
Bubara Bicrbaum,Richard Wiedenman,Douglas Foley.John & Betty Lam,Hong-To & May-fWlg Quisscll,Steven 
Nelson,Philip Bicrman,Ordean Day.Alvin Henry,Eugene Spencer.Brent Berger & Brown.Larry 
Olhausen,Dale Furubotten.Kay Gulbranson, Glenn Miller.Donald Muy Erickson.Ralph 
Sears.Ralph Haffner.Donald Kuhlm1M,Dennis Proehl.Klaus Stadheim.David Ket1ner,Gary 
Currier.Robert & Annette Johnson.Lyle Norostrom,Dennia Boyenga.David Zender, Thomas Peterson, Roger 
Kappenman,Palrick Bollinger,Jacob Hegg,Richaro Frankenstein.Ronald & Zittcrich, William 
1958 Kellen.Kenneth De Blank ,Donald Nelson.Kenneth Anita 
Yotter.Richard Kohl, Vance Gnadt,Dennia Schwartz,William Lovo,James & Patricia 1974 
B ymers,Ronald Kukuk,Stanley & Roxannne Klucas,Caspcr BeatC,oennis Rath,Thomu Jensen.Lyle 
Chriaunan,Ronald & Corine Lang.Donald Larson.Roy Vehe,Dcnnis Wegehaupt,Lynn Staebell, William 
Dittman.Albert & Thelma Pierson.Gary & Gayle Nielson.John Hofer.Dallas & Cynthia Gosmire,Tcrry 
Neuberger.John & Arlys Prew,Duane Ogien,Carl 1968 Benting.Gary Goduing,Dale 
Rincrshaus,Fred & Ardyne Quam,Larrie Petcrson,Alan & Janice Haug.Wayne Berger, Gerald Drecsen,Charies 
Schnarr,Cayton Sestak,Robert Wicting,C. Roger & Bennett, Thomas Bcrkland,Douglu Kenyon,Daniel 
Green,Ronald Simunek, William Kathryn Gillarn;Fred Bjcdte,Daniel Rethke,John 
Brommer, Charles Tripp,Leslie Folkcrts,Jamea Gilbcrt,Carl Breeschoten, Wanda Russell.Larry 
Canon.Jack & Donna Bergeleen,Leo Beauzay ,Louis Heeren.Jerome Dais,Delbcrt Serlet,Michael & Julia 
Cochran,Thomas Kost, Robert Stacey.Kenneth & Marlene Cutler.James & Joyce Folk, Twyla & William Feind,Rand 
Davies.James Londgien,Donald MalUlu,Thcodore Fon:man,Craig & Sharon Oncrby,Mlchael & Mary 
Easton.Howard Noro,Arlo 1 964  McCormick.James Jongeling, Gregg Satlak,Van & Theresa 
Kastner.James Anderson,Lee Druyvestein,Tcrry & Odegard,Gary & Karen Kuck,Michael & Lelonnie Heig,H. Geoff 
Krull,Darrell Byers.Lora Lorena Ourada.John Lefholz,Rodney & Veta Bertsch,Roger & Judy 
Kukuk,Harley & Lois Isaak.Thomas Rust.Richard Huntimer,Dcnnis L. Mertz.Douglas Bosanko,Susan 
Lucke.Kenneth & Hazel Strand.Delbert Sunde) on Huwe.John Nclson,Jcffrey & Trudiann Egan.Robert & Judith 
Reed.Charles & Shirley Molohon,Thomas Pruehs,David Palmer.David Eide, Gary 
Sabisch,Kenneth 1961 Brosz,Daelvin Dykstn,Dennia Vick.Paul & Kristine Ellis, Thomas 
Stang• ,Dennis Ncreim,Allan Ditmar,Charies Holden ,Robert Less.Ronald Ollerich,August (Bill) 
Weaver, William Nelson.Dean Oakland,Richud Lutz.Ronald Pedde.Ronald & Lesley 
Payne,Carence R. Buseman.Jerald Ellwein.Leon & Sarah 1969 Meuler ,Earl Resen,John 
Pochop,Virgil Dahms.Arthur & Florence Opland,Raymond & Linda Jorgenson,Cheryl & Parrott,Douglas Van Hanen,Richaro & 
Thomas,George Engler ,Noel Reimcra,Dave Kenneth Bratt,Howard Wendy 
Rundell, Warren Frahm, Larry Zellmer, Gary Lindbloom,Leon & Mulis Espeact,Paul & Pany Van Sambeek,Edward 
Stribley, Gary Hoscheid, Terry Lockwood.Donald & Ceo Rakness,Kcrwin & Cheryl Woodworth,Greg & Edna 
Madden.John Schricker,Joe 1 972 Silver, Thomas 
1959 Mc Vay.James 1965 Sch weitzcr,Steven & Mary Foreat,Tcny & Debara Sue Boyer.Dan & Laurie 
Fejfar,Adolph agclhout,Maynard & Schncll,R. Craig & Carolyn Ekanger,Theodore Olson,Nonnan & Betty Jackson.Charles 
Allender.John Sharon Nclson,Howaro Thormodsgard,Paul & Flanagan.Stephen Van Licre,Darrcl 
Clcrnens,Darlo Stoddud,James De Smet,Caire Eilene Merrin,Larry Brewer.Kuen 
Dunmeicr,Garry Ttlstra,Comelius Jacoby.George & Sylvia Vania, George Bell ,Michael & Diane Haver.John 
Markus,Duane Yocom,Laveme J Jones.Roger Aamold,Carroll Busse) an Jones.Larry & Pamela 
Satcr,John O'Brien,T=ance Light,James Danielson.James Kub.Francis & Joan Walkes.David & Mary 
Shangreaux,John Opfer.Bill Lorenz.Kenneth & Jona! yn Flannery,Gcrald Saienga,Steven & Judy 
Siebens.Daryl Isaak.Larry Stubben,David & Gladys Gillispie.John & Mel.ody Durick.Michael & Sandra 1975 
Singer,Rex!oro & Doris Goisuch,Robert Vandenhoek,Allen Graber.Dennis Green.Donald Cole.John 
Woznak,Leroy Christiansen,Clarke Billus.James Luner,David Quenzer ,Harlan Gabel.Dale 
Zenk.Harland Haack.Dale Carle.Bob & Carol Ochmer,David & Gloria Stensland,Paul Steenson,Loren & Susan 
Pope.Dale Schofield.Jerald Dean Dalager,John Odegard.Kuen & Guy Stoff erahn,T crrance Allred,Richaro Keith 
Fendrich,George Simon.John Fenning,David Poppenga,Bemard & Voelzke,Vernon & Cathrene Carter.Alan 
Petersen,Leonard Vander Woude,James Mielke.Ronald Patricia Brinkman.Darwin & Nancy Graves.Keith 
Warfield,Duane Wichmann.James Rassel,Richaro Tscheu.er, Wesley & Lois Larson.Elwin & Muy Lange.Duane 
Craig.James Wight, Wayne Stanley.Gerald Boulais,Chules Nelsen.Kent Lusen,Floyd 
Dam,N. James Hallenbeck ,Edwaro Wagenaar.Loren Breyfogle,Mlchcllle Quincey.Steven McNellis,K. John 
Gatzmeyer,Chester Peschong.Alan Williamson,Sidney Engebmson,Alan Nelson.Duane Sippel, Mark 
Haddow.Robert Schlenker.Richard & Teller, Thomas Larson.Merwyn Carle.Guy Stevens.Larry & Debbie 
Hengel.Bernard Marlene Lien, Kenneth Benson.Rick Hicks.Robert Rice.Patrick & Donlynn 
Jackson.Roy & Kuen Tagtow,Eugene Kamitis,John Miller.James Wcismantcl,Cecil J 
Larson.Richard Kramer.Donald 1966 Harrington.John 
Ottman.Arlen Huebner,Vugil Griep.Kenneth 1970 1 973 Paulson, Michael 
Peterson.John & E. Blanche McRae,Richaro Buechler.Marvin Bly.John De Haai,Alan AlsakCT,Dayton & Lisa 
Peterson.Dean Cotton.Jerry & Nancy De Kraai,Arlo Schoen.Daniel Mc Comish.Richard 
Strohmeier.Richard 1962 De Vries.David Hoekman,Earl & Linda Thompson.Larry Trudeau,Cunis 
Swanson, Robert W111tcr,Marlyn & Janice Etbauer,Wilbur & Joan Schultz.Steven Tomac,Donald Anderson, Gary 
Westn,Rolland Steffen.Roy Hickey.Charles & Bonnie Senden,Joseph Weber.Raymond Bloemendaal,Brent 
Zebarth,Roger & Helen Putnam,Richaro Klosterbuer,James W.tlkens,Paul & Susan Welch.Michael Deniger,John 
B eckrnan,Dietrich Renz.Lyle Stavig,Helen Isakson.Robert & Melanie Thompson,M. Carle & Dokken.Ronald & Peggy 
Hill.Edwin Patrick.Donald Vaselaar,Charlea & Donna Brenden.La Vene & Vivian Betty Endahl,Robcrt 
Jones.Larry & Janice Maunu,Vemon Bucks.Dale Caldwell, Gordon Dilly, Virgil Kcllogg,Stuut & Muy 
Larson.Alvin De Vaney,James & Sharon Page,Edward Fergen.James Dunker,Larry Larson.Alan 
Wendt,Vemon Lagu,Robert Pier.Bruce Fergen.Joseph Hayden.Stephen & Felice Melstad,James & Vida 
Brotsky,Kenneth & Judith Swan.Aaron Sawinski,Richud Heirigs,Henry Heibult.Robert Ostlius,David 
Pedersen,Duane Miller) am es Foreman.Larry Hoppe.Paul & Pamela Jacobson.Robert Pavlis,Gary & Muy 
Pedcrsen,Derald Hutmann,Guy Morgan.James & Dorothy Johnson.John Pellegrini,Kathcrine 
1 960  Sisk.Michael & Donna Lietz.John Mwra,Carl Kane.John & Diane Vande Vooren,Duryl 
Carlson,D. Gary Wollea, Walter Trefz.Hulin O'Neal,Williarn & Muy Keating, Timothy & Mary M=itt,Connie 
Christenson.Helmer Musolf.Roger Kallesen,Douglas Roskens,James & Kathryn Pickart,Bryce Mwfield,Marlr. 
Donahue, Cetus Wheeler,Clifford Stoebner,Lloyd Serreyn,David Roling.John Suitcr,Dale & Cheryl 
Jensen.Roland & Deloris Ove,Paul Snapp.Robert Rother,Jamea 
Rapp.Delvin & Patrick Severson.Donald 1 967 lrcland,Roy Russell.Michael & Helen 
Sveum.Duane Sigl,Arden & Lavonne Rothermel.Robert Steuck.Roger 
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1976 Brecht, William Thorcson,Kclly Howard.Mary & David Pohl, Curtis De Witt.Mui< 
Drake, Thomas Gocden,Kevin True,John Jorgcnson,Philip Rath,Randy E. Kacourclt,Steven 
Ewy,Kcith & Patricia Wollman.Robert Bisgard,Curt Ketclhut,Brian & Tamara Stcmhagen,Muk Kallevig.Dane 
Macziewski,Kcith & Judy Baker,Paul Braun,Jcan Kozitza,Lisa lbielcn,Kent Loosbrock ,Richard & 
Smcdsrud,Duane Fullr.er,Ronald Des Lauricxs,Jcffrey Mager.David Van Dicpcn,Todd Denise 
Wilcox,James & Moniese Gcdstad,Gayle Duvall,Ronald Meyer.Brian Wahlstrom,S Lacey Nelson, Trent R. 
Holmbcrg,Douglas & Julie Hillstran,Muk & Vicki Fonnan,John & Brenda Meyer.Jon Zwccp,Scott Ncss,Jon 
Kappcnman,John Hubcr,Roger Fuhnnan,Kurt Sclueurs,Stuart Brost,Kcnncth & Judith ewman,Kcvin 
Lein.Steven & Cynthia Risch,Lorcn & Cindy Hansen.Kyle Yonkovich,Grcgg Eliason.Eric Nordby.Robert 
Dill.Leon & Patty Berg.Mark Harvey,Matthew Bergin.David Jacobs,Tom & Sandra Pislullr.a,Damon 
Gi!kcrson,David & Deanna Swcdeen,Kendall Kracrner,Ronald DeVries,Kevin & Debra Ochsner,Charles & Vander Pol,Russcll 
Hammer.Steven Krier.James & Nancy Mahoney.Robert Michal,Dcbra Roxartne Wolles,Tim 
Lampy,Russell Minder.Darwin & Cynthia Moran, William & Juliann Sheldon.Todd Reder, Wanda Brake.Richard 
Moe,Susan Schultz.Laurie & Bradley O'Donncll,Wtlliam Morisctte,David Carey.Scott & Patsy Hoff, Steven 
Pleinis,Craig & Connie Pohl ,Dennis Campbcll,James Griesel,Jeffrcy Hoien,Hames 
Trapp.Dick & Kathy 1980 Sieler,Mary E. Howard.Katherine Heims.Robert & Colleen Lear.Bruce 
Trygstad,LynetlC Paradise,] ohn Dcpoc,Muk Laughlin.Rick Mcicr,Alan Parliament,Brian 
Veverka,Nick Pet.erson,TClICllcc Starnpc,Scott & Angela Pcdcxson,Dan Vel5Ch,Richard Slciger,Tracy 
Tobkin,Daniel Arbach,Stcven Edwards,James & Rita Lammers.Paul Styles.Brad 
Bicsma,Kenncth & Jill Van Dam.Gerald & Jodene 1985 01.son,Michael & Sharon 
1977 Detennan,Mark & Beth Llndruom,Randy Dohcrty,Nicole & Richard 1987 Welch.Gregg 
Clark.Robert Gctting,James & julie Palm.Nest.or Doll.Michele & Tunothy Henboldt,Scott A Bishop.Darwin 
Annent,Elmer & Pamela achtigal,James Schocnefeld,Dale Jones.Bret. Knofczynski,John & Leah Hagge,Ralph G. 
Detunan,Gary & Donna Parliament, Curtis Tahmassebi,Nadcr & Vicki Jurek.Kevin Tunhcim,Marcia & Jon Kuykendall,Kcith 
Famighetti,Petcr Riebel, Thomas & Ann Millcr,Dale & Nancy Christensen.Kari & Brad Mitchell, Gregory 
Mayer.Michael Stroud.Kevin 1983 Price, Gregg Hanson.Kent R Wcstbcrg,Todd L. 
Pillar,Roxanne De Kramer,Larry & Anita Brown,Jeff & Rosanne Dickes,Stcve Pohl.Douglas Christcnsen,Jens S .  
Tvinnereim,Curtis Coyle,James Andersh,Gary Van Ommeren,Ryan Bahr, Lonny L. Hofmeister.Darrin 
Delfanian,Fercidoon & Hciden,Richard Blom,Tunothy Olson,Keith Brcssler,Dave & Tracy 
Christie Johnson,Alan & Marlys Hagena,Gordon Mundt,Christopher Enderson, Todd 1990 
Tumer,Steven Mol.stad,Charles Iverson.Robert Ramboogh,F rank Faltinson,Julie Hummel.Brian 
I lughes,Frank Clcrnetson,Doug Roe.Andrew Rohde,Joscph Harrington.Bruce 
Alexander, Terrance Dcibcrt,Kcith Sol.saa,Arvin Chester.Darren D.W. Huls.Paul M FRIENDS 
Gillen,Ronald & Carol Grubcr,Scott Gronlund ,Eric Croymans,Thomas Larson,Carl Sander,Duane & Phyllis 
llilmoc,David Jamcson,James PclCrson,ChriSlopher Hanson,Larry & Joanne apier,Guy Hcin,Warrcn & Teresa 
l!ovey,Donald Nel.son,Steven De Wil,Nonnan Huelskamp.Robert euharth,Ken A Hcrron,Doug 
Larson.Brian Nuese,Gcrald Michalewicz,Alan Kantack,Kclly & Ronda Schumacher.Gary & Hockman,Earl & Linda 
Limbcrg,Edward Siebcrg,Michael Miller,Jcff & Kristi Kama,Karthcck Deborah Kcssler,William & Marjorie 
Speidel.Charles & Pamela Thune,Jim Thome, Tracy Lightfield,Diane & Kenneth Smith,Rcbccca & Deane Mcrritt,Larry 
Schroepfer.Dennis Anderson,James T olle,Mary & Gordon icrneyer,Beth & Dcpke Stoltz.Laura A Felderman.Barbara 
Quail.Steven & Shirley Larson.David & Joanna Trooien,Todd Odcns,Melvin Wenzel,Krista Adams, Millie 
Blazcy,Gcrald & Jean Amert,Tunothy Rath,Kevin & Marsha Abooissa,Newman 
Gclle,Kenneth & Jacqueline 
1978 Helder,Dcnnis & Susan Bakken.Paul H Thompoon,Kcith Bierschbach.Dan Johnson,Conrad & Vera 
Moller, Michael 01.son,Karcn Bowar.Earl Ulring,Joel Dather,Brcnt G 
Whitney,Lcslie & Jean 
Bleeker, Gary Conocchioli,Darla Buseman.Mike Uphoff,James & Lori Derby,Jane Rcsen 
Bloom,James & Maggie 
De Young.Barbara Gall,Rodney Dolan, Mark Vorthenns,Kenncth Fchl,Randal 
Cribbs.Mary Elaine 
Schaal,Timothy Johnson,Joel Whccler,Douglas & Patricia Fink.Keith J 
Davidson,Agnes 
Weber, Gayla 1981 Kaufman.Kim Bcchtold,Charlie adcn.icck,Jonalhon T. 
Protcxter,Amy Bill & 
Holzbcrlein,P. Sue Hegland,L. Mike Pladsen ,Scott Danielson.Ann Profaizer,J. Richard 
Bennett 
Bcrg,Steven Dunlap,James Sudman,Brian Liebsch, Thomas & Nancy Steichen, Trent 
Ramseyer, Warren 
Krosch, Walter Hcaly,Rodcric Bchrmd,Philip & Patricia Stroh.Keith Trcbcsch,Emil 
Schlagel,Arlene & Family 
Schuelke, Greg Joens.Douglas & Colleen Blow,Mark Youngren.Keith & Trudy 
Belau.i,Ruth 
Lcc,James Neison,Jocl Consoer,Jeffrey Hanson,Grcgg 1988 
K!ay,Raymond & Rubye 
Stocbner,Richard & Barbara Fink ,Richard Cramer, Wayne & Tamara Jones.Brad J. Bendorf ,Peter J. 
M ulliner,Charles M & 
Bogner,Philip Pcta,John Knofczynski.Michael & Sydow.Thomas Hogie,Tony Lee 
Lynne 
Browen.Rodney Bjorkman,Jcffrey Celeste Barbcr,Christine & James Jones.Dennis !Uchard 
Panott,Charlcs A & Lynnell 
Card.Bruce Card,David Songstad,Bradley Meycr,Allan . Chau,Cathy Booth.Darlene 
Christianson,Steven Crowscr,Allen Stcnzel,Donald Owens,James Anderson, Christine A. 
Bridges.Donald & Karen 
Collins, Michael Fi.schcr,Grcgory Hoffman,Jcrome BinkJey,Tercsa & Mark 
Cronin,Dorothy & Family 
Egge,Alan Graber.Daniel Kor, Steven 1986 Haffield,Jerry Vernon 
Fairbanks.Grace 
Hcller ,Julie Rubingh,Gcrus Rchnelt,Mike Elsasser.Dan & Keely Havclaar,Todd Charles 
Gundcxson,Merle & Esther 
Helmer,Richard Schncider,Ron & Cindy Schindel.Douglas Beyer.Robert & Kristen Hull$,Scott S. Lafrance, Marion 
Pierson ,Daniel Waplcs,Michael & Cheryl Waltz,Jeffrey Bowen,Richard & Laura Moe.Kevin 
Lohmillcr,LaVeme & Beny 
Gilkerson,James & Kysa Willcuts,KathJeen & Robert Glawe,Regg & Batbara Yowigman,Scou Michael 
Nygard,Oscar & Hazel 
Llen,Lindsey Zwcdcn,Jon 1 984 Hcaly,Tcrry & Rita Bccker,Johnathon Ray 
01.sen,Amold & ellie 
Marion, William Brctsch,Carcy Forster ,Dartn y Janvrin,Jill & William Grosz,Tunothy John 
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ENTREPRENEURS '  
WORKSHOP Nov. 1 -2,  1 990 
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B 
SDSU 
Prominent business experts will share many of the 
keys to entrepreneurial success during the 
Entrepreneurs' Workshop hosted by the SDSU 
College of Engineering. 
The keynote speaker will be J. Lohr, SDSU '58, 
co-founder of one of California's top wineries. 
Using his ''four-point .success program, "  Lohr has 
launched successful businesses in both the 
winemaking and construction industries. 
The event will include several business planning 
workshops, exhibits and tours of entrepreneurial 
businesses, as well as networking sessions. 
Alumni, students, faculty and staff are encouraged to 
attend. 
See the special section on the Entrepreneurs ' 
Workshop inside. 
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